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Abstract. Building off of many recent advances in the subject by many
different researchers, we describe a picture of A-equivariant chromatic ho-

motopy theory which mirrors the now classical non-equivariant picture of

Morava, Miller-Ravenel-Wilson, and Devinatz-Hopkins-Smith, where A is a
finite abelian p-group. Specifically, we review the structure of the Balmer

spectrum of the category of A-spectra, and the work of Hausmann-Meier con-

necting this to MUA and equivariant formal group laws. Generalizing work
of Bhattacharya-Guillou-Li, we introduce equivariant analogs of vn-self maps,

and generalizing work of Carrick and Balderrama, we introduce equivariant
analogs of the chromatic tower, and give equivariant analogs of the smash

product and chromatic convergence theorems. The equivariant monochro-

matic theory is also discussed. We explore computational examples of this
theory in the case of A = C2, where we connect equivariant chromatic theory

with redshift phenomena in Mahowald invariants.
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1. Introduction

The nilpotence and periodicity theorems of Devinatz-Hopkins-Smith [DHS88], [HS98]
famously established that periodic phenomena in the stable homotopy category is
detected by complex cobordism. Through Quillen’s Theorem [Qui69], this periodic
structure is reflected in the structure of the moduli stack of formal groups. The
goal of this paper is to discuss how this picture generalizes when MU is replaced by
the equivariant complex cobordism spectrum MUG. We restrict attention to the
case where G = A, a finite abelian group.

Significant work has already been done in this regard. Balmer introduced the notion
of the spectrum Spc(C) of a tensor-triangulated category C [Bal10], a topological
space which in the case of the stable homotopy category of finite spectra, specializes
to the content of the Hopkins-Smith Thick Subcategory Theorem [HS98], classifying
finite p-local spectra by types in N := N ∪ {∞}.

Balmer and Sanders [BS17] showed that the underlying set of the Balmer spec-

trum Spc(SpAω ) of the stable homotopy category of finite genuine A-equivariant
spectra can be computed in terms of the non-equivariant case. The topology on
this Balmer spectrum was determined by Barthel, Hausmann, Naumann, Nikolaus,
Noel and Stapleton [BHN+19]. The types of finite A-spectra are parameterized by

the admissible closed subsets of Spc(SpAω ).

Barthel, Greenlees, and Hausmann [BGH20], in addition to extending these Balmer
spectrum computations to the case of compact abelian Lie groups, also show that
an equivariant analog of the Devinatz-Hopkins-Smith Nilpotence Theorem [DHS88]
can be deduced from the non-equivariant counterpart. They prove that the equi-
variant complex cobordism spectrum MUA detects nilpotence in SpA.

Cole, Greenlees, and Kriz [CGK00] introduced the notion of equivariant formal
group laws, and conjectured that πA

∗ MUA classifies such, generalizing Quillen’s
Theorem [Qui69]. This conjecture was verified recently by Hausmann [Hau22].
Hausmann and Meier [HM23] expanded on this picture, giving an explicit homeo-
morphism between the invariant prime ideal spectrum of πA

∗ MUA and the Balmer

spectrum of SpAω , and relating this to an appropriate height stratification on the
moduli stack of equivariant formal group laws.

Examples of periodic self maps in the case where A = C2 were studied by Crabb
[Cra89], Quigley [Qui21] and Bhattacharya-Guillou-Li [BGL22a], [BGL22b]. Finite
smashing localizations were studied by Hill [Hil19]. Periodic smashing localizations
(generalizing the E(n)-localizations in the non-equivariant context) in the case of
A a cyclic p-group were introduced by Carrick [Car22] and in the case of A el-
ementary abelian by Balderrama [Bal24]. The RO(C2)-graded homotopy groups
of the KUC2

/2-local sphere were computed by Balderrama [Bal22] and computa-
tions of the integer graded homotopy groups of the KUG-local sphere (G a finite
p-group, p odd) were completed by by Carawan, Field, Guillou, Mehrle, and Sta-
pleton [CFG+23].
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The goal of this paper is to assemble these various threads into a cohesive picture,
which relates the geometry of equivariant formal groups to periodic localizations of
SpA and connects to explicit periodic phenomena in the equivariant stable stems.

To simplify the discussion, we localize everything at a fixed prime p, and assume
that A is a finite abelian p-group. The types of finite p-local A-spectra are param-
eterized by admissible type functions. These are functions

n : Sub(A)→ N

satisfying

n(B) ≤ n(C) + rkp(C/B)

for B ≤ C ≤ A. Here Sub(A) denotes the set of subgroups of A, and rkp denotes
the p-rank. A finite p-local spectrum is type n if for all B ≤ A,

XΦB is type n(B).

Here, (−)ΦB denotes the geometric fixed points.

A finite p-local A-spectrum X of type n is eligible to admit vSn -self maps

v : ΣγX → X

(where S ⊆ Sub(A) and γ ∈ RO(A)). These are self-maps with the property that

vΦB =

{
a vn(B)-self map, B ∈ S,

nilpotent, B ̸∈ S.

We prove many analogs of theorems of Hopkins and Smith [HS98] concerning the
properties of such vSn -self maps, including their asymptotic uniqueness and cen-

trality (Corollary 6.33). We are only able to prove a very limited analog of the
Hopkins-Smith Periodicity Theorem (Theorem 6.36) which establishes the existence
of vBn -self maps (the case where S = {B}) from the non-equivariant periodicity the-
orem.1

We define equivariant Morava K-theories K(B,n) (B ≤ A) which are in bijective
correspondence with the primes of the Balmer spectrum, and equivariant Johnson-
Wilson theories E(n) (n admissible) which are in bijective correspondence with
admissible open subspaces of the Balmer spectrum. One of our main results is
the Equivariant Smash Product Theorem (Theorem 7.9) which states that for n
admissible, E(n)-localization is smashing, and

(XE(n))
ΦB ≃ (XΦB)E(n(B)).

This generalizes the work of Carrick [Car22], who proved this in the case where A
is a cyclic p-group, and Balderrama [Bal24], in the case where A is an elementary
abelian p-group and n(B) = n− rkp(B).

As n varies over the poset of admissible type functions, the localizations

XE(n)

1Forthcoming work of Burklund, Hausmann, Levy and Meier addresses the existence of more
general vn-self maps.
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form an equivariant chromatic tower. We prove a chromatic fracture theorem (The-
orem 7.19), which establishes that these E(n)-localizations can be assembled in-
ductively from the K(B,n)-localizations. These “monochromatic layers” can be
accessed quite directly from the Gn-homotopy fixed points of the K(n)-local Borel
A/B-spectrum

F (E(A/B)+, En) ∈ Sp
B(A/B)
K(n)

(see Remark 7.21). Here En is the nth Morava E-theory spectrum, and Gn is the
corresponding Morava stabilizer group.

Balderrama proved the Equivariant Chromatic Convergence Theorem in the case
where A is an elementary abelian p-group. The proof is quite subtle, and relies on
both the Equivariant Smash Product Theorem, and the convergence of the non-
equivariant chromatic tower for Σ∞

+ BA, which can be deduced by combining the
results of Johnson-Wilson [JW85] and Barthel [Bar16]. Balderrama directed us to
an unpublished proof of chromatic convergence for BA for general finite abelian p-
groups due to J. Hahn (see [Bal23a]) and explained how our more general Equivari-
ant Smash Product Theorem allows us to prove equivariant chromatic convergence
in the case where A is a finite abelian p-group. Carrick independently explained to
the authors how one could deduce equivariant chromatic convergence using Hahn’s
result. We gratefully include these arguments here.

We end this paper with some explicit computations and examples of this theory in
the case where A = C2. This is the only group where any significant computations
of the equivariant stable stems have been carried out (see [AI82], [BI22], [BGI21],
[GI24]). We identify explicit elements of πC2

⋆ MUC2
which detect vn-self maps.

We construct explicit examples of vn-self maps, and compare with those studied

by Crabb [Cra89], Quigley [Qui21] and Bhattacharya-Guillou-Li [BGL22a].2 We
explain how the conjectural redshift property of the Mahowald invariant is related
to C2-equivariant vn-periodicity.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Bert Guillou and Dan Isak-
sen for sharing so much of their computational knowledge and providing helpful
comments, as well as Guoqi Yan, who has been a constant resource throughout this
project. The authors are very grateful Robert Burklund, Markus Hausmann, Ishan
Levy, and Lennart Meier, for communicating their recent work on the Equivariant
Periodicity Theorem. They would like to express their special thanks to William
Balderrama, for providing corrections, explaining his recent work on equivariant
chromatic homotopy theory, especially his joint work with Hou and Zhang on self-
maps, and for explaining to the authors how the Smash Product Theorem of this
paper combines with Hahn’s unpublished work to extend his proof of the Chro-
matic Convergence Theorem. The authors similarly would like to thank Christian
Carrick for his comments, and in particular for his alternative explanation of how
the Equivariant Chromatic Convergence Theorem can be deduced from the Smash
Product Theorem, the tom Dieck splitting, and Hahn’s result. The first author ben-
efited greatly from his discussions with J.D. Quigley on equivariant periodicity and
Nikolai Konovalov on families and equivariant formal group laws. The first author

2One of our self-maps was independently also discovered by Balderrama, Hou, and Zhang
[BHZ], who have many more examples in their forthcoming work.
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was supported by NSF grant DMS-2005476 and the second author was supported
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Notation and conventions.

A = a finite abelian group

e = the trivial group

A∨ = Hom(A,C×), the group of characters of A

Kα = ker(α : A→ C×), the kernel of a character α ∈ A∨

R(A) = Z{A∨}, the complex representation ring of A

RO(A) = the real representation ring of A

|γ| ∈ Z, the virtual dimension of γ ∈ RO(A)

UA = complete A-universe

Sub(A) = the set of subgroups of A, given a topology where families are closed

Sp = the ∞-category of spectra

SpA = the ∞-category of genuine A-spectra

SpBA = the ∞-category of Borel A-spectra

Spc(A) = the Balmer spectrum of SpAω

Spc(p)(A) = the Balmer spectrum of SpA(p),ω

πB
⋆ E = [S⋆, E]B , for E ∈ SpA, B ≤ A, and ⋆ ∈ RO(B)

πB
∗ E = πB

⋆ E for ⋆ in the subring Z ⊆ RO(B)

aγ = the inclusion S0 ↪→ Sγ , for γ ∈ RO(A), regarded as an element of πA
−γS

E∧
F = F (EF+, E), the completion of E ∈ SpA at a family F

Eh = E∧
{e} = F (EA+, E), the Borel completion (completion at the trivial family)

E[F−1] = E ∧ ẼF , the localization of E ∈ SpA away from a family F
F⊆B = the family of subgroups of A which are contained in B

FB⊈ = the family of subgroups of A with do not contain B

ΦBE = (E[F−1
B⊈])

B ∈ SpA/B , the B-geometric fixed points of E ∈ SpA,

regarded as an A/B-spectrum

EΦB = (ΦBE)e ∈ Sp, the B-geometric fixed points of E ∈ SpA,

regarded as a spectrum
.
= equal up to a unit

�≡ equivalent up to a unit

N = N ∪ {∞}
N− = N ∪ {−1} ∪ {∞}
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For B ≤ A there are adjoint functors

i∗B : SpA ⇆ SpB : IndAB

q∗B : SpA/B ⇆ SpA : (−)B

where

i∗B = restriction along the inclusion iB : B ↪→ A,

q∗B = restriction along the quotient map qB : A ↠ A/B (a.k.a. inflation),

IndAB = MapB(A,−) ≃ A+ ∧B −, (co)induction along iB ,

(−)B = B-fixed points.

In particular IndAB is also left adjoint to i∗B .
3 As a special case, q∗A is the functor

(−)triv : Sp→ SpA

which endows a spectrum with the “trivial A-action.” For a general group homo-
morphism f : A→ A′, we denote the associated restriction functor as

f∗ : SpA
′
→ SpA.

If C is a presentably symmetric monoidal stable ∞-category, then associated to
every object E ∈ C is a Bousfield localization

X → XE

where XE is E-local. We denote the associated localization of C which inverts the
E-equivalences by CE .

We shall use the term homotopy ring spectrum to refer to an equivariant or non-
equivariant spectrum which is an associative monoid in the homotopy category.
All stacks are regarded with respect to the fpqc topology. All formal groups are
implicitly 1-dimensional.

2. The Balmer spectrum and families

The Balmer spectrum of SpAωSpAωSpAω . The ∞-category of A-spectra has a structure
that resembles the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves on a scheme, which
is made precise by the notion of the Balmer spectrum.

Let Kp(n) denote the p-primary nth Morava K-theory spectrum (where we define
Kp(0) = HQ and Kp(∞) = HFp). Recall [BS17], [BHN+19], [BK24] that the

Balmer spectrum of SpAω is given by

Spc(SpAω ) = {P(B,p,n) : B ≤ A, p prime, 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞}/(P(B,p,0) ∼ P(B,q,0))

where

P(B,p,n) = {X ∈ SpAω : Kp(n) ∧XΦB ≃ ∗}.
To streamline notation, we will use the abbreviation

Spc(A) := Spc(SpAω ).

3Inflation does not have a left adjoint (see [San19]).
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Figure 2.1. Structure of Spc(A) in in vicinity of B < C ≤ A with
C/B a p-group of rank r.

There is also a p-local variant, which only involves P(B,p,n) for a fixed prime p:

Spc(p)(A) := Spc(SpA(p),ω).

Because P(B,p,0) does not depend on p, we will sometimes denote

P(B,0) := P(B,p,0).

The inclusions of these primes is generated by the inclusions

P(B,p,n+1) ⊂ P(B,p,n), 0 ≤ n

and the inclusions

P(B,p,n+r) ⊂ P(C,p,n), 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞, B < C, C/B is a p-group of rank r.

Figure 2.1 gives a visual depiction of the inclusion structure of Spc(A). Note that
in this lattice diagram, if P lies above Q, that means that P ⊂ Q. We orient things
this way both to conform to what has become the standard way to graphically
represent the Balmer spectrum, and to mesh with our discussion of the chromatic
tower.

Remark 2.1. Note that if one is comparing the Balmer spectrum with the Zariski
spectrum of a ring, it is important to note that the correspondence between the
prime ideals of the tt-category of perfect complexes and the prime ideals of a ring
reverses inclusions [Bal20, Sec. 4].

The topology on Spc(A) is determined from these inclusions as follows. The irre-
ducible closed subsets of Spc(A) are of the form

V (P) = {Q ∈ Spc(A) : Q ⊆ P}.
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Figure 2.2. The lattice structure of Spc(p)(Cp), and some exam-
ples of open and closed subsets.

A general closed subset is a finite union of V (P)’s [BS17, Cor. 8.19].

Conceptually, the topology on Spc(A) has a basis of closed subsets given by supports

of objects X ∈ SpAω [Bal20, Defn 2.6]:

supp(X) := {P(B,p,n) : X ̸∈ P(B,p,n)}
= {P(B,p,n) : Kp(n) ∧XΦB ̸≃ ∗} ⊆ Spc(A).

(2.2)

The structure and topology of Spc(p)(A) is much easier to understand than that of

Spc(A). For a fixed prime p, we define for 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞

P(B,n) = {X ∈ SpA(p),ω : Kp(n) ∧XΦB = 0}

and we have

Spc(p)(A) = {P(B,n) : B ≤ A, 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞}.
The lattice structure and topology is obtained by simply regarding Spc(p)(A) as a

subspace of Spc(A) via the map

Spc(p)(A) ↪→ Spc(A)

(B,n) 7→ (B, p, n)

With respect to the lattice diagram of Spc(p), the closed subsets are precisely those
subsets which are upwards closed, and the open subsets are precisely those subsets
which are downwards closed. Figure 2.2 depicts the lattice Spc(p)(A) in the example
where A = Cp, and shows some typical examples of open and closed subsets therein.

Families of subgroups. The Balmer spectrum of SpAω naturally maps to the
subgroup lattice of A

Spc(A)→ Sub(A)

P(B,p,n) 7→ B.
(2.3)
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Figure 2.3. Closed and open subsets of Sub(C2 × C2).

If we give Sub(A) the topology where the closed subgroups are the families of
subgroups F , then this map is continuous.4 Since the closed subsets of Sub(A)
are given by families, and therefore characterized by being closed under taking
subgroups

B ∈ F , C ≤ B ⇒ C ∈ F ,
the open subsets of Sub(A) are given by complements of families Fc, and are
therefore characterized by being closed under enlargement:

B ∈ Fc, B ≤ C ⇒ C ∈ Fc.

In order to make the picture compatible with Figure 2.1, we encourage the reader
to draw the subgroup lattice “upside down” so that the trivial subgroup lies at
the top and the full group lies on the bottom. Figure 2.3 depicts the example of
Sub(C2 × C2) where

C2 × C2 = ⟨a, b⟩.

The most important families to consider are the families which, for each C ≤ A,
are given by

F⊆C := {B ≤ A : B ≤ C},
FC⊈ := {B ≤ A : C ⊈ B}.

Conceptually:

(2.4) The closed subsets F⊆C consist of all of the subgroups lying above C (in-
cluding C itself) in the subgroup lattice of A, and every closed subset F of
Sub(A) satisfies

F =
⋃
C∈F
F⊆C .

(2.5) The open subsets Fc
C⊈ consist of all of the subgroups lying below C (in-

cluding C itself) in the subgroup lattice of A, and every open subset Fc of

4Note this topology is unrelated to the topology of Sub(A) used in [BGH20], where A is
compact Lie.
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Sub(A) satisfies

Fc =
⋃

C∈Fc

Fc
C⊈.

In particular, the inverse image of a family F under (2.3) gives a closed subset

(2.6) V (F) := {P(B,p,n) : B ∈ F} ⊆ Spc(A).

We clearly have

V (F ∪ F ′) = V (F) ∪ V (F ′),

V (F ∩ F ′) = V (F) ∩ V (F ′).

The following proposition (c.f. [BS17]) gives a conceptual interpretation of these
closed subsets.

Proposition 2.7. For a family F of subgroups of A, we have

V (F) =
⋃
C∈F

supp(Σ∞
+ A/C).

Proof. First note that since for B,C ≤ A we have

(A/C)B =

{
∅ B ⊈ C,

A/C B ⊆ C

it follows that

V (F⊆C) = supp(Σ∞
+ A/C).

We therefore have

V (F) = V

( ⋃
C∈F
F⊆C

)
=
⋃
C∈F

V (F⊆C)

=
⋃
C∈F

supp(Σ∞
+ A/C).

□

We let

(2.8) U(Fc) := V (F)c

denote the associated open subset of Spc(A). We have

U((F ∪ F ′)c) = U(Fc) ∩ U((F ′)c),

U((F ∩ F ′)c) = U(Fc) ∪ U((F ′)c).
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Localization and completion functors associated to families. Given a family
F of subgroups of A there is a cofiber sequence

EF+ → S0 → ẼF

and associated completion and localization functors on SpA:

E 7→ E∧
F := F (EF+, E),

E 7→ E[F−1] := F ∧ ẼF .

These have been studied extensively, see [GM95] and [MNN17].

(2.9) The F-completion functor

E 7→ E∧
F

is localization with respect to the F-equivalences, the maps in SpA which
are equivalences on B-fixed points for all B ∈ F . Equivalently, an F-
equivalence is a map which induces an equivalence on B-geometric fixed
points for all B ∈ F . One may think of E∧

F as the completion of E at the
closed subset V (F) ⊆ Spc(A):

E∧
F ∼ E∧

V (F).

For B ≤ A, we have

(E∧
e )

B ≃ EhB

and the restriction i∗B factors through the F⊆B-completion

SpA
i∗B //

$$

SpB

(SpA)∧F⊆B

(i∗B)∧

::

where the factorization (i∗B)
∧ is conservative.5 The induction is F⊆B-

complete — for E ∈ SpB we have

IndAB E ∈ (SpA)∧F⊆B
⊆ SpA.

In fact, if we let EA/B+
denote Bousfield localization with respect to the ring

spectrum Σ∞A/B+ ≃ D(A/B+) ∈ SpA, then we have [MNN17, Defn. 6.2,
Prop. 6.6]

E∧
F⊆B

≃ EA/B+
.

More generally, completion at F is Bousfield localization with respect to∨
B∈F A/B+. In the special case where B = e, we have

E∧
{e} = F (EA+, E) = Eh,

the Borel completion of E, and there is an equivalence of ∞-categories

(SpA)∧{e} ≃ SpBA.

5In fact, there is an equivalence of ∞-categories (SpA)∧F⊆B
≃ (SpB)hA/B [MNN17, Cor. 6.34]
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(2.10) The F−1-localization functor

E 7→ E[F−1]

is localization with respect to the F−1-equivalences, the maps in SpA which
are equivalences on B-geometric fixed points for all B ∈ Fc. One may think
of E[F−1] as the restriction of E to the open subset U(Fc) ⊆ Spc(A)

E[F−1] ∼ E

∣∣∣∣
U(Fc)

.

For B ≤ A, we have

E[F−1
B⊈]

B ≃ EΦB

and the geometric fixed point functor factors through the FB⊈-localization

SpA
ΦB

//

##

SpA/B

SpA[F−1
B⊈]

(−)B

≃
::

where in the above diagram the B-fixed point functor (−)B is an equiva-
lence. The inverse to this equivalence is the localization of the inflation:

SpA/B ≃−→ SpA[F−1
B⊈]

E 7→ (q∗BE)[F−1
B⊈]

The localization E 7→ E[F−1] is a smashing localization, and is therefore

Bousfield localization with respect to the spectrum S[F−1] ∈ SpA. For
B ≤ A, we have

(2.11) E[F−1]ΦB ≃

{
EΦB , B ̸= F ,
∗, B ∈ F .

Proposition 2.12. We have pullbacks

E∧
F∪F ′ //

��

E∧
F ′

��
E∧

F
// E∧

F∩F ′

and

E[(F ∩ F ′)−1] //

��

E[(F ′)−1]

��
E[F−1] // E[(F ∪ F ′)−1]

The following isotropy separation theorem is due to Greenlees-May [GM95].
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Theorem 2.13 (Greenlees-May). We have pullbacks

E //

��

E[F−1]

��
E∧

F
// E∧

F [F−1]

This last theorem is really a special case of the following generalized Sullivan arith-
metic square, using (2.11).

Proposition 2.14 (Bauer [Bau14, Prop. 2.2]). Suppose that C is a presentable
stable symmetric monoidal ∞-category. For E,F,X ∈ C with E ⊗ XF ≃ 0, the
canonical square

XE∨F
//

��

XE

��
XF

// (XE)F

is a pullback.

We might regard Sub(A) as a kind of “coarse Balmer spectrum,” which decomposes

SpA in terms of isotropy in a manner similar to the way that classical chromatic
theory decomposes Sp into itsK(n)-local components. This analogy is made precise
in [AK15] (see also [AMGR17] and [Bal24]). We briefly explain this perspective.

We shall require the following, which basically asserts that if V is closed, U is open,
and V ∩U = ∅, then if E ∈ SpA is U -local, then its completion at V (restriction to
an infinitesimal neighborhood of V ) is trivial.

Lemma 2.15. If F , F ′ ⊆ Sub(A) are families and F ′ ∩ Fc = ∅, then for all

E ∈ SpA we have

E[F−1]∧F ′ ≃ ∗.

Proof. Observe that the condition F ′ ∩ Fc = ∅ is equivalent to F ′ ⊆ F . Since for
all B ∈ F ′ ⊆ F , we have

E[F−1]B ≃ ∗,
it follows that the map

E[F−1]→ ∗
is an F ′-equivalence, and therefore the F ′-completion of E[F−1] is trivial. □

The next proposition asserts that for U open, if E ∈ SpA is U -local, then its
completion at a closed V only depends on V ∩ U .

Proposition 2.16. If F ,F ′,F ′′ ⊆ Sub(A) are families, and

F ′ ∩ Fc = F ′′ ∩ Fc,

then for E ∈ SpA, there is a canonical equivalence

E[F−1]∧F ′ ≃ E[F−1]∧F ′′ .
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Proof. Consider the pullback from Proposition 2.12

E[F−1]∧F∪F ′ //

��

E[F−1]∧F ′

��
E[F−1]∧F

// E[F−1]∧F∩F ′

By Lemma 2.15, the spectra in the bottom row of the above pullback are trivial.
It follows that the top arrow in the above pullback is an equivalence.

The hypothesis is equivalent to

F ∪ F ′ = F ∪ F ′′.

Therefore we have

E[F−1]∧F ′
≃←− E[F−1]∧F∪F ′ = E[F−1]∧F∪F ′′

≃−→ E[F−1]∧F ′ .

□

Euler classes. Just as closed hypersurfaces of a variety are parameterized by line
bundles, there are closed subspaces Vα ⊆ Spc(A) associated to characters α ∈
A∨. The associated localization and completion functors admit explicit formulas
associated to the Euler classes of these representations.

Given a representation γ of A, there is a cofiber sequence

S(γ)+ → S0 aγ−→ Sγ

where aγ is the Euler class. We regard aγ as an element of the RO(A)-graded
stable stems

aγ ∈ πA
−γS.

For a character α ∈ A∨, there is an associated family

Fα := {B ≤ A : α
∣∣
B
= 1}.

Note that Fα = F⊆Kα , where Kα is the kernel of α:

1→ Kα → A
α−→ C×.

We let Vα = V (Fα) denote the associated closed subspace of Spc(A).

Lemma 2.17. We have
EFα ≃ S(∞α).

Corollary 2.18. We have
E∧

Fα
≃ E∧

aα

and
E[F−1

α ] ≃ E[a−1
α ].

Corollary 2.19. Fα-completion is Bousfield localization with respect to S/aα, and
F−1

α -localization is Bousfield localization with respect to S[a−1
α ].

Corollary 2.18 and Proposition 2.12 allow for an explicit inductive computation of
the localization away from and the completion at any family F . In particular we
have the following.
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Figure 2.4. Some closed subsets of Sub(C2 × C2) determined by characters.

Proposition 2.20. For B ≤ A we have

E∧
F⊆B

≃ E∧
(aα : α|B=1)

and we have

E[F−1
B⊈] ≃ E[a−1

α : α
∣∣
B
̸= 1].

Figure 2.4 gives an example of some closed subspaces of Sub(A) corresponding to
Euler classes of some characters of C2 × C2 = ⟨a, b⟩ defined by:

α(a) = β(b) = 1,

α(b) = β(a) = −1.

I.e., Kα = ⟨a⟩ and Kβ = ⟨b⟩.

The Isotropy Tower. Associated to the poset of open subsets U = Fc ⊆ Sub(A)
there is a diagram of smashing localizations E[F−1], where if Fc

1 ⊆ Fc
2 , there are

maps

E[F−1
2 ]

↓
E[F−1

1 ]

One may think of this as a sort of coarse chromatic tower which we will call the
isotropy tower of E. Following [AK15], [AMGR17], and [Bal24], we will explain
how the isotropy tower decomposes the homotopy type of E into its “monoisotropic
layers.”

Definition 2.21. For each B ≤ A, let T (B) ∈ SpA denote the A-spectrum

T (B) := Σ∞A/B+[F−1
B ̸⊆].

The B-monoisotropic localization of E ∈ SpA is the the Bousfield localization of E
with respect to T (B), so we have

ET (B) ≃ E[F−1
B ̸⊆]

∧
F⊆B

.

Note the following:
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(2.22) A map in SpA is a T (B)-equivalence if and only if it is an equivalence on B-
geometric fixed points. Thus F−1-localization is localization with respect
to ∨

B∈Fc

T (B).

(2.23) By Corollary 2.18, there is a equivalence

T (B) ≃ Σ∞A/B+[a
−1
β : β

∣∣
B
̸= 1].

We may think of T (B) as a telescopic localization of a complex with support
F⊆B with respect to all non-trivial Euler classes. Thus B-monoisotropic
localization is analogous to T (n)-localization in the chromatic setting.

(2.24) For E ∈ SpA, Corollary 2.18 implies that we have

ET (B) ≃ E[a−1
β : β

∣∣
B
̸= 1]∧(aα : α|B=1).

(2.25) In particular, the spectrum ET (B) is the inverse limit of spectra

E[a−1
β : α

∣∣
B
̸= 1]/(aiαα : α

∣∣
B
= 1)

and theRO(A)-graded homotopy groups of these spectra exhibit aα-periodicity
for α

∣∣
B
̸= 1 (tautologically) and uα-periodicity for α

∣∣
B
= 1 by the work of

Balderrama [Bal23b].

(2.26) The fixed points of ET (B) are given by

EC
T (B) ≃

{
(ΦBE)hC/B , B ⊆ C,

∗, B ̸⊆ C

for C ≤ A.

(2.27) There is an equivalence of ∞-categories [MNN17], [AMGR17]

SpAT (B) ≃ SpB(A/B).

where the right-hand side is the ∞-category of Borel A/B-spectra.

(2.28) Lemma 2.15 implies that if B1 ⊊ B2, then

(ET (B2))T (B1) ≃ ∗.
This mimics the behavior of iterated K(n)-localization in chromatic homo-
topy theory, if one follows our practice of drawing subgroup lattices upside
down.

Proposition 2.29. Suppose that F1,F2 ⊆ Sub(A) are families with

Fc
2 = Fc

1 ∪ {B}.
Then the square

E[F−1
2 ]

��

// ET (B)

��
E[F−1

1 ] // ET (B)[F−1
1 ]
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is a pullback.

The following picture illustrates the situation described in Proposition 2.29.

1
c F

2
c F

B

Proof of Proposition 2.29. The pullback is achieved as a composite of pullbacks

E[F−1
2 ]

��

// E[F−1
B ̸⊆]

��

E[F−1
B ̸⊆]

//

��

E[F−1
B ̸⊆]

∧
F1

��
E[F−1

1 ] // E[(FB ̸⊆ ∪ F1)
−1] E[F−1

B ̸⊆][F
−1
1 ] // E[F−1

B ̸⊆]
∧
F1

[F−1
1 ]

where the left pullback is Proposition 2.12 and the right pullback is Theorem 2.13.
The proposition follows from Proposition 2.16, which gives an equivalence

E[F−1
B ̸⊆]

∧
F1
≃ E[F−1

B ̸⊆]
∧
F⊆B

≃ ET (B).

□

Proposition 2.29 implies that the homotopy type of E ∈ SpA can be inductively
built out of the monoisotropic layers

{ET (B) : B ≤ A}

by choosing a maximal chain of opens

{A} = Fc
0 ⊊ Fc

1 ⊊ Fc
2 ⊊ · · · ⊊ Fc

k = Sub(A)

and considering the associated isotropy tower. An example of such a tower in the
case of A = C2 ×C2 is shown below (compare with G. Yan’s approach in [Yan23]):
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¯
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¯
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3. Equivariant formal group laws

Equivariant formal groups. Let k be a commutative ring, and letA∨
k = Spec(kA

∨
) =

A∨ × Spec(k) denote the étale group-scheme over k associated to the group A∨.

Definition 3.1. An A-equivariant formal group over k is a pair (G, φ) where

(1) G is a formal commutative group scheme over k, and

(2) φ : A∨
k → G is a homomorphism, such that

(3) φ(A∨
k ) ↪→ G is an infinitesimal thickening, and

(4) the completion G∧
ϕ1

at the identity φ1 = {1} × Spec(k) ↪→ G is a 1-
dimensional formal group over k.

Remark 3.2. We will use multiplicative notation for the group A∨, and additive
notation for the formal group scheme G.

Examples 3.3. We give some examples of equivariant formal groups.

(1) If G is a formal group over k, and φ : A∨
k → G is the trivial homomorphism,

then (G, φ) is an A-equivariant formal group.

(2) If G1 is a formal group over k, G = A∨ ×G1, and

φ : A∨ ↪→ A∨ ×G1

is the canonical inclusion, then (G, φ) is an A-equivariant formal group.

(3) If A is a p-group, G is a 1-dimensional p-divisible group over k, and

φ : A∨
k → G

is a homomorphism, then (G∧
imφ, φ) is an A-equivariant formal group law.

In particular, if k′ = OHom(A∨
k ,G), then G pulls back to a p-divisible group

G′ over k′ with a canonical homomorphism

φ′ : A∨
k′ → G′

and ((G′)∧imφ′ , φ′) is an A-equivariant formal group — this is the equivariant

formal group associated to a tempered cohomology theory (see [Lur19],
[HKS21], [GM23], [Dav23]).

Let X denote Spec(k). For an A-equivariant formal group (G, φ), for each α ∈ A∨

we will let

φα = {α} ×X ↪→ G

denote the corresponding subscheme, and we will define

Gα := G∧
φα

.
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Equivariant formal group laws.

Definition 3.4. A (global) coordinate on an A-equivariant formal group (G, φ) is
a regular function x ∈ OG which generates the ideal Iφ1

⊂ OG. An A-equivariant
formal group law over k is a triple (G, φ, x) consisting of an A-equivariant formal
group over k, and a choice of coordinate.

Remark 3.5. For general (G, φ) over X, coordinates only exist Zariski locally in
X.

For each α ∈ A∨ we will let

tα : G→ G
denote the translation by α map induced by φ. These give isomorphisms of formal
schemes

tα : Gβ

∼=−→ Gαβ .

Given a global coordinate x of (G, φ), we define translation coordinates

xα := t∗α−1x ∈ OG.

Note that (xα) = Iφα . We define Euler classes

eα := xα

∣∣∣∣
φ1

= x1

∣∣∣∣
φα−1

∈ k.

Remark 3.6. Our conventions are those of [CGK00], and differ from Hausmann-
Meier [HM23] — the yα of [HM23] is our xα−1 and the eα of [HM23] corresponds
to our eα−1 .

Note that we have

φ1 ∩ φα = X

∣∣∣∣
eα=0

.

Figure 3.1 gives a visualization of the geometric structure of an equivariant formal
group law.

Given a global coordinate x, we define local coordinates

zα := xα

∣∣∣∣
Gα

∈ OGα .

We then have

Gα = Spf(k[[zα]]).

In particular, for i ≥ 1 there exist bαi ∈ k such that

(3.7) xα

∣∣∣∣
G1

= eα + bα1 z1 + bα2 z
2
1 + · · · .

We will find it convenient to denote this power series as bα(z), where

(3.8) bα(z) := eα + bα1 z + bα2 z
2 + · · ·

It follows that we have

(3.9) xα

∣∣∣∣
Gβ

= bαβ
−1

(zβ).
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Figure 3.1. Visualization of an equivariant formal group law G
over X.

Let ai,j denote the coefficients of the formal group law (G1, z1):

z1 +G1
z′1 =

∑
i,j

ai,jz
i
1(z

′
1)

j .

Then the multiplication on G restricts to give a local multiplication

Gα×̂Gβ → Gαβ

which on local coordinate rings is expressed as

zαβ 7→ zα +G1
zβ .

Lemma 3.10. We have

Gα ∩Gβ = Gα

∣∣∣∣
X∧

e
αβ−1

= Gβ

∣∣∣∣
X∧

e
αβ−1

.

Proof. We have

Gα ∩Gβ = (Gα)
∧
xβ

= Spf(k[[zα]]
∧
xβ
)

and we have

Gα

∣∣∣∣
X∧

e
αβ−1

= Spf(k[[zα]]
∧
eαβ−1

),

Gβ

∣∣∣∣
X∧

e
αβ−1

= Spf(k[[zβ ]]
∧
eαβ−1

).
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Thus it suffices to show that

k[[zα]]
∧
xβ

= k[[zα]]
∧
eαβ−1

= k[[zβ ]]
∧
eαβ−1

.

This follows from (3.9). □

Proposition 3.11. On Gα ∩Gβ = Gβ

∣∣∣∣
X∧

e
αβ−1

, we have

xα = eαβ−1 +G1
xβ .

Proof. We first assume β = 1. The inclusion

Spec(k) = φα−1 ↪→ G
on representing rings sends

x 7→ eα.

The map
tα−1 : Gα → G1

restricts over X∧
eα to a map

tα−1 : G1 ∩Gα → G1 ∩Gα.

On G1 ∩Gα, the group law of G restricts to the restriction of the formal group law
of G1, and the result for β = 1 follows. The general result follows by writing

xαβ−1 = eαβ−1 +G1
x

and then precomposing with t∗β−1 . □

Setting β = 1 in the above proposition immediately gives:

Corollary 3.12. On Gα ∩G1 = G
∣∣∣∣
X∧

eα

we have

bα(z1) = eα +G1
z1.

Corollary 3.13. On X∧
eα , we have

bαβ(z1) = bβ(eα +G1
z1).

In particular, we have
eαβ = bβ(eα).

Proof. Equation (3.9) implies that

(3.14) xαβ

∣∣∣∣
Gα

= bβ(zα).

Lemma 3.10 implies that over X∧
eα we have Gα = G1, therefore over X∧

eα , we have

zα = xα|Gα
= xα|G1

= bα(z1) = eα +G1
z1,

where the last equality is by Corollary 3.12. Therefore, over X∧
eα , we may restrict

(3.14) to G1 to get the desired result. □

Corollary 3.15. On X∧
(eα,eβ)

we have

eαβ = eα +G1
eβ
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Proof. The Euler classes eγ only depend on the restrictions of xγ to G1. By
Lemma 3.10 we have

G1

∣∣∣∣
X∧

(eα,eβ)

= Gαβ ∩Gβ ∩G1.

By Proposition 3.11, on G1

∣∣∣∣
X∧

(eα,eβ)

, we have

xαβ = eα +G1 xβ

= eα +G1 eβ +G1 x.

The result follows from evaluating this expression at x = 0. □

Corollary 3.16. Suppose α ∈ A∨ has order n. Then on X∧
eα , we have

[n]G1
(eα) = 0.

Moduli of equivariant formal groups. Let MA
fg denote the moduli stack of

A-equivariant formal groups, and MA
fgl the moduli stack of A-equivariant formal

group laws. We have

MA
fgl = Spec(LA)

for LA the equivariant Lazard ring. There is a third variant, MA,1
fg , which is the

moduli stack of (G, ϕ, v) where v ∈ Tφ1G is nowhere vanishing. Note that two A-

equivariant formal group laws determine isomorphic points ofMA,1
fg if and only if

they are strictly isomorphic. The multiplicative group Gm acts onMA,1
fg by acting

on the vector field v, giving the functions onMA,1
fg the structure of a grading.

OverMA
fgl [e

−1
α : α ∈ A∨ − 1] we have φα ∩ φ1 = ∅ for all α ̸= 1, and therefore

G ∼= A∨ ×G1 =
∐

α∈A∨

Gα.

The A-equivariant formal group is therefore determined by the formal group G1. A
coordinate consists of the choice of a coordinate on G1 (which is the local coordinate
z1, which determines local coordinates zα on Gα by translation) plus an extension
x of z1 to all of G subject only to the constraint that x is non-vanishing on Gα for
α ̸= 1. This extension is specified by specifying, for α ̸= 1

x

∣∣∣∣
Gα

= eα +
∑
i≥1

bαi zα

with eα invertible. Thus we have

LA[e
−1
α : α ̸= 1] ∼= MU∗[e

±
α , b

α
i : α ̸= 1, i ≥ 1].

Over (MA
fgl)

∧
(eα : α∈A∨) we have

G1

∼=−→ G.

The homomorphism

φ : A∨ → G1
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is then determined by the Euler classes eα, and we have

(LA)
∧
(eα : α∈A∨)

∼=
MU∗[[eα : α ∈ A∨]]

(eα +G1 eβ = eαβ)
.

More generally, for B ≤ A:

(3.17) MA
fgl [e

−1
α : α

∣∣
B
̸= 1] = {(G, φ) : kerφ ⊆ (A/B)∨} is the locus where

G ∼= A∨ ×(A/B)∨ G′

for the A/B-equivariant formal group G′ = G∧
φ((A/B)∨). Choosing a set

theoretic section
s : B∨ → A∨

of the surjection A∨ ↠ B∨, there is an isomorphism [tD70], [Gre01, Cor.
10.4]

LA[e
−1
α : α

∣∣
B
̸= 1] ∼= LA/B [e

±
s(β), b

s(β)
i : 1 ̸= β ∈ B∨, i ≥ 1].

(3.18) MA
fgl

∣∣∣∣
(eα=0 : α|B=1)

= {(G, φ) : (A/B)∨ ⊆ kerφ} is the locus where

ϕ
∣∣
(A/B)∨

= 1 (ϕ factors through B∨) and there is an isomorphism

LA/(eα : α|B = 1) ∼= LB .

(3.19) (MA
fgl)

∧
(eα : α|B=1) is the locus where Gα = G1 for all α

∣∣
B
= 1.

4. MUA and the equivariant Lazard ring

Hausmann’s Theorem. Given a complex orientable homotopy commutative ring
object E ∈ SpA, GE = Spf(E∗CP∞

A ) has the structure of an equivariant formal
group law coming from the tensor product of A-equivariant line bundles. A choice
of complex orientation of E is the same thing as a choice of coordinate on GE .

The following fundamental theorem was conjectured by [CGK00] and is due to
Hausmann [Hau22] (see also [KL]).

Theorem 4.1 (Hausmann [Hau22]). The canonical complex orientation on GMUA

induces an isomorphism

LA

∼=−→ πA
∗ MUA.

Moreover, the stackification of the Hopf algebroid (πA
2∗MUA, π

A
2∗MUA ∧ MUA) is

MA,1
FG, and under this correspondence the graded structure of the former coincides

with the Gm-action on the latter.

Theorem 4.1 gives a fundamental connection betweenMA
fg and equivariant homo-

topy theory, generalizing the connection betweenMfg and stable homotopy theory

established by Quillen [Qui69].

Hausmann’s global perspective gives, for each B ≤ A, canonical isomorphisms

(4.2) πB
∗ MUA

∼= LB .
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The restriction maps associated to the inclusions iB : B ↪→ A, under the isomor-
phisms (4.2), are given by the maps

i∗B : LA → LB

which represent the maps

MB
fg →MA

fg(
B∨ φ−→ G

)
7→
(
A∨ ↠ B∨ φ−→ G

)
.

Furthermore, restriction along the quotient map qB : A→ A/B gives a map

q∗B : LA/B
∼= π

A/B
∗ MUA/B → πA

∗ MUA
∼= LA

which represents the map

MA
fg →M

A/B
fg(

A∨ φ−→ G
)
7→

(A/B)∨
φ
∣∣
(A/B)∨−−−−−−→ G∧

φ((A/B)∨)

 .

Elements of πA
⋆ MUAπA
⋆ MUAπA
⋆ MUA. Because the spectrumMUA is complex orientable, for every

character α there is an invertible orientation class

uα ∈ πA
2−αMUA.

These orientation classes are determined by the canonical complex orientation of
MUA. The canonical complex orientation corresponds to a coordinate x of GMUA

,
which gives rise to Euler classes

eα ∈ πA
−2MUA

and elements

bαi ∈ πA
2i−2MUA

for each α ∈ A∨. The orientation classes uα are related to the Euler classes eα by
the formula

aα = uαeα.

The following observations are well known (see, for example, [Gre01]).

Lemma 4.3. There are equivalences

MUA[e
−1
α ] ≃ MUA[F−1

α ]

and

(MUA)
∧
eα ≃ (MUA)

∧
Fα

.

Corollary 4.4. For α ∈ A∨ we have

πA
∗ MUA[F−1

α ] = LA[e
−1
α ].

Corollary 4.5. For B ≤ A, letting s : B∨ → A∨ be a set theoretic section of
A∨ ↠ B∨, we have

π
A/B
∗ ΦBMUA

∼= LA[e
−1
α : α

∣∣
B
̸= 1]

∼= LA/B [e
±
s(β), b

s(β)
i : 1 ̸= β ∈ B∨, i ≥ 1].
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Since the restriction along A → A/B makes ΦBMUA an MUA/B-module, and

π
A/B
∗ ΦBMUA is free over π∗MUA/B , we have the following.

Corollary 4.6. The spectrum ΦBMUA ∈ SpA/B has the homotopy type of a wedge
of even suspensions of MUA/B.

Corollary 4.7. We have

π∗(MUA)
ΦB ∼= MU∗[e

±
s(β), b

s(β)
i : 1 ̸= β ∈ B∨, i ≥ 1],

and (MUA)
ΦB ∈ Sp has the homotopy type of a wedge of even suspensions of MU.

Finally, we recall the following well-known computation [Lan70].

Proposition 4.8. The Borel completion (completion with respect to the family
F = {e}) of MUA has homotopy groups

πA
∗ (MUA)

h = MU−∗(BA) =
MU∗[[eα : α ∈ A∨]]

(eα +G1
eβ = eαβ)

∼= (LA)
∧
(eα : α∈A∨).

The Abram-Kriz Theorem. Abram and Kriz [AK15] observe that Corollary 4.7
and Proposition 4.8 generalizes to give a computation of the monoisotropic layers
πA
∗ (MUA)T (B).

Proposition 4.9 (Abram-Kriz). For B ≤ A, given a set-theoretic section s of
A∨ ↠ B∨, there is an isomorphism

πA
∗ ((MUA)T (B)) ∼=

MU∗[e
±
s(β), b

s(β)
i : β ∈ B∨, i ≥ 1][[eα]]α∈(A/B)∨

(eα +G1 eα′ = eαα′ : α, α′ ∈ (A/B)∨)

∼= LA[e
−1
β : β

∣∣
B
̸= 1]∧(eα : α|B=1).

Remark 4.10. Geometrically, the ring in Proposition 4.9 classifies the universal
example of an equivariant formal group

φ : A∨ → G

over a ring k complete with respect to an ideal I where

(1) kerφ ⊆ (A/B)∨,

(2) kerφ

∣∣∣∣
Spec(k/I)

= (A/B)∨.

Remark 4.11. The algebro-geometric interpretation of Proposition 4.9 above al-
lows one to calculate the Euler classes of all of the characters in A∨, and explains
the dependence of the isomorphism on the choice of a set theoretic section

s : B∨ → A∨

of the surjection A∨ ↠ B∨. Namely given γ ∈ A∨, write it as

γ = s(β) + α, β ∈ B∨, α ∈ (A/B)∨.

Then by Corollary 3.13, we have

eγ = bs(β)(eα).
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Abram and Kriz [AK15] observe that the isotropy fracture cube that arises from
iteratively applying Proposition 2.29 to the isotropy tower of MUA is particularly
well behaved, and this results in a very concrete general description of πA

∗ MUA as
a limit of an explicit diagram of rings. This diagram is indexed by the category

Sd Sub(A)

which is obtained by applying barycentric subdivision to the Hasse diagram of the
poset of subgroups of A. Specifically, there are two types of objects of Sd Sub(A):

(1) objects (B) for B ≤ A,

(2) objects (B1 < B2) for B1 ⊊ B2 for which there does not exist a distinct
intermediate subgroup B1 ⊊ C ⊊ B2.

The non-identity morphisms are of the form

(Bi)→ (B1 < B2), i ∈ {0, 1}.

We consider the diagram of graded rings

πA
∗ Γ(MUA) : Sd Sub(A)→ GrRings

which on objects is given by

(B) 7→ πA
∗ (MUA)T (B),

(B1 < B2) 7→ πA
∗ (MUA)T (B1),T (B2)

and on morphisms is given by the corresponding localization maps.

Theorem 4.12 (Abram-Kriz [AK15]). The canonical map

πA
∗ MUA → lim←−

Sd Sub(A)

πA
∗ Γ(MUA)

is an isomorphism.

To maximize the effectiveness of this theorem, we explain how Abram and Kriz use
Proposition 4.9 to explicitly compute the diagram πA

∗ Γ(MUA). We deduce from
Proposition 4.9 that for B1 ⊊ B2, and s1 a section of A∨ ↠ B∨

1 , we have
(4.13)

πA
∗ (MUA)T (B1),T (B2)

∼=

MU∗[e
±
s1(β)

, b
s1(β)
i ]β∈B∨

1
[[eα]]α∈(A/B1)∨

(eα +G1
eα′ = eαα′)

[e−1
β′ ]β′|B2

̸=1

∧

(eα′′ : α′′|B2
=1)

.

The map

πA
∗ (MUA)T (B1) → πA

∗ (MUA)T (B1),T (B2)

is the obvious map from πA
∗ (MUA)T (B1) to the completion of its localization. The

map

πA
∗ (MUA)T (B2) → πA

∗ (MUA)T (B1),T (B2),
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whose explicit source and target are given as

(4.14)
MU∗[e

±
s2(β)

, b
s2(β)
i ]β∈B∨

2
[[eα]]α∈(A/B2)∨

(eα +G1
eα′ = eαα′)

→MU∗[e
±
s1(β)

, b
s1(β)
i ]β∈B∨

1
[[eα]]α∈(A/B1)∨

(eα +G1 eα′ = eαα′)
[e−1

β′ ]β′|B2
̸=1

∧

(eα′′ : α′′|B2
=1)

,

(where si are sections of A
∨ ↠ B∨

i ) is more subtle, and relies on the formulas which
govern an equivariant formal group law. For β ∈ B∨

2 , write

s2(β) = s1(β1) + α1

where α1 ∈ (A/B1)
∨. Then, by Corollary 3.13, the map (4.14) is given by

es2(β) 7→ bs1(β1)(eα1
)

b
s2(β)
i 7→ coefzi(bs1(β1)(eα1 +G1 z))

eα 7→ eα, α ∈ (A/B2)
∨.

Note that in the codomain of (4.14), bs1(β1)(eα1
) is invertible since es1(β1) is in-

vertible, the elements eα for α ∈ (A/B2)
∨ are topologically nilpotent, and the

appropriate relation holds, so the map described above indeed exists.

Equivariant BP. There is also an A-equivariant analog BPA of BP , introduced
by May [May98] and studied in detail by Wisdom in [Wis24]. May shows that
MUA-modules are tensored over MU-modules, and defines

BPA := MUA ∧MU BP.

Wisdom (implementing a proposal of Strickland) defines a p-typical equivariant
formal group law to be a an equivariant formal group law whose underlying non-
equivariant formal group law is p-typical. He observes that p-typicalization realizes
to an idempotent of MUA, and the resulting summand is equivalent to BPA, and
we have

(BPA)∗X ≃ (MUA)∗X ⊗MU∗ BP∗.

In particular, all of the computations of this section carry over to BPA by system-
atically replacing MU with BP everywhere.

5. The Hausmann-Meier classification of invariant prime ideals

The classical chromatic picture linking the Balmer spectrum of Sp(p),ω to the prime

ideals of the moduli stack (Mfg)(p) of formal groups over Spec(Z(p)) is predicated
on two important theorems:

(1) The Landweber Filtration Theorem [Lan76], and

(2) The Hopkins-Smith Thick Subcategory Theorem [HS98].
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The A-equivariant analog of (2) is the computation of the Balmer spectrum Spc(A)
by [BS17], [BHN+19] discussed in Section 2. Recently, Hausmann and Meier [HM23]
generalized the Landweber Filtration Theorem to the A-equivariant context, by
computing the invariant prime ideals of LA.

For simplicity, we focus on the localization LA,(p), and for the remainder of the
paper we assume A is a p-group.

The height filtration on (MA
fg)(p)(MA
fg)(p)(MA
fg)(p). Much like in the non-equivariant case, the

classification of invariant prime ideals relies on the notion of height. For an abelian
group-scheme G we let G[p] denote the sub-group scheme of p-torsion points.

Definition 5.1. If G is a formal group or equivariant formal group over a field k
such that p|char(k), then we say G has height n (0 ≤ n ≤ ∞) and write

ht(G) = n

if the order of the group-scheme G[p] is given by

|G[p]| = pn.

If (G, φ) is an A-equivariant formal group over k as above, then we define its A-
height by

htA(G, φ) := ht(G1) + rkp(A
∨)− rkp(kerφ).

We make the following remarks (with G, k, as above).

(5.2) The notion of height is compatible with the notion of height for a p-divisible
group.

(5.3) If G is a formal group and char(k) = 0 then ht(G) = 0.

(5.4) If G is a formal group then ht(G) ≥ 1 if and only if char(k) = p, and in
this case ht(G) =∞ if and only if G is additive.

(5.5) If (G, φ) is an A-equivariant formal group, then

ht(G) = ht(G1) + rkp(B)

where kerφ = (A/B)∨ ≤ A∨. This is analogous to a well-known formula
for height of p-divisible groups.

(5.6) If (G, φ) is an A-equivariant formal group, then

htA(G, φ) ≤ ht(G)

and if

rkp(A
∨) = rkp(kerφ) + rkp(imφ)

then we have

htA(G, φ) = ht(G).

In particular, this always holds if A is an elementary abelian p-group.
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(5.7) If B ≤ A and (A/B)∨ ⊆ kerφ, then φ factors through B∨

A∨ φ //

!! !!

G

B∨
φ′

>>

and we may regard (G, φ′) as a B-equivariant formal group. We define the
B-height of such (G, φ) to be the B height of (G, φ′):

htB(G, φ) := htB(G, φ′).

If we have

rkp(B
∨) = rkp(kerφ

′) + rkp(imφ′)

then we have

htB(G, φ) = ht(G).

In particular, this always holds if kerφ = (A/B)∨.

We phrase the classification of invariant prime ideals of LA,(p) in terms of irre-

ducible reduced closed substacks of (MA
fg)(p). In the non-equivariant case, Landwe-

ber [Lan76] proved that the irreducible reduced closed substacks of (Mfg)(p) are
given by

Vn = {G : ht(G) ≥ n}.

Theorem 5.8 (Hausmann-Meier [HM23, Thm. 4.7]). The non-empty irreducible
reduced closed substacks of (MA

fg)(p) are given by

V(B,n) :=

{
(G, φ) :

(A/B)∨ ⊆ kerφ,
htB(G) ≥ n+ rkp(B)

}
for B ≤ A and 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞.

Note that it is elementary to verify from the definition that

V(B,n) ≤ V(C,m)

if and only if B ≤ C and n ≥ m + rkp(C/B). Thus Theorem 5.8 gives a homeo-
morphism between the spectrum of invariant prime ideals of LA,(p) and Spc(p)(A).
We will therefore implicitly identify these.

The notion of B-height is a somewhat contrived notion introduced to describe the
topology of the spectrum of invariant prime ideals of LA,(p). The notion of height,
by contrast, is a completely natural intrinsic aspect of an equivariant formal group
law, extending the notion of height for p-divisible groups. We end this subsection
by noting that height provides a decreasing filtration of (MA

fg)(p) by reduced closed
substacks. If A is not elementary abelian, these are not irreducible.

Proposition 5.9. The notion of height defines for 0 ≤ n < ∞ reduced closed
substacks V A

n ⊆ (MA
fg)(p) defined by

V A
n := {(G, φ) : ht(G) ≥ n}.
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Proof. We simply must show that the associated subset of V A
n ⊆ Spcp(A) is closed.

Recall from (5.5) that for (G, φ) over a field we have

ht(G) = ht(G1) + rkp(B)

where kerφ = (A/B)∨. It follows that

V A
n = {(B,m) : m ≥ n− rkp(B)} ⊆ Spc(p)(A).

To see that this is closed, we have to show that if (B,m) ∈ V A
n and B′ ≤ B, then

(B′,m+ rkp(B/B′)) ∈ V A
n .

That is, we need to show

m+ rkp(B/B′) ≥ n− rkp(B
′).

This follows from the inequalities

m ≥ n− rkp(B)

rkp(B) ≤ rkp(B
′) + rkp(B/B′).

□

vnvnvn-generators. In the non-equivariant setting, the invariant prime ideal In ⊴
L(p) = π∗MU(p) corresponding to Vn is generated by the regular sequence

(5.10) In = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1).

Here, the element vi ∈ π2(pi−1)MU(p) is non-canonical, but is determined up to a
unit modulo (v0, v1, . . . , vi−1) by the formula

[p]GMU
(x)

�≡ vix
pi

+ · · · mod (v0, · · · , vi−1)

where GMU is the universal formal group law. In particular, v0
.
= p.

Definition 5.11. Suppose that R is a L(p)-algebra, and let 0 ≤ n <∞. We shall
say that x ∈ R is a vn-generator if

x
�≡ vn mod (v0, . . . , vn−1).

We say that x is a v−1-generator if x = 0, and we will say that x is a v∞-generator
if x is a unit.

Let I(B,n) ⊴LA,(p) be the invariant prime ideal associated to the irreducible closed
substack V(B,n). Hausmann and Meier give constructions of the generators of these
ideals in [HM23].

The key starting point is their construction, for n ≥ 0, of elements

v̄n ∈ π
Cn+1

p

2(pn−1)(MUCn+1
p

)(p)

with the property that for B ⪇ Cn+1
p with rkp(B) = r, the B-geometric fixed points

of v̄n satisfy

(5.12) v̄ΦB
n

�≡ vn−r mod (p, v1, . . . , vn−r−1) ∈ π∗(MUΦB
Cn+1

p
)(p)

and

v̄
ΦCn+1

p
n = 0 ∈ π∗MU

ΦCn+1
p

Cn+1
p

.
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Remark 5.13. When considering (5.12), the reader should keep in mind that in

π∗(MUΦB
Cn+1

p
)(p) with B ̸= e, there are many units given by Euler classes which are

not in degree zero.

This key property of the elements v̄n lead us to make the following definitions,
which are directly adapted from [HM23].

Definition 5.14. A height function on Sub(A) is a function

n : Sub(A)→ N−,

where
N− := N ∪ {∞} ∪ {−1}.

Definition 5.15. Let n be a height function on Sub(A). We will say an element
v ∈ πA

∗ MUA,(p) is a vn-generator if for every B ≤ A, the B-geometric fixed points
of v

vΦB ∈ π∗MUΦB
A,(p)

is a vn(B)-generator.

Examples 5.16.

(1) We see that from (5.12) that the Hausmann-Meier elements v̄n ∈ (LCn+1
p

)(p)
are vn-generators where

n(B) = n− rkp(B).

(2) Letting A be arbitrary, and taking n = c[n], the constant height n function
(n ≥ 0) with

c[n](B) = n, B ≤ A,

then any vn-generator in L(p) ⊆ LA,(p) is a vc[n]-generator.

(3) Given a character α ∈ A∨, define a height function nα by

nα(B) =

{
−1, α|B = 1,

∞, α|B ̸= 1.

Then eα ∈ LA,(p) is a vnα
-generator.

In [HM23], Hausmann-Meier construct a variety of vn-generators from their ele-
ments v̄n as follows. Suppose

f : A→ A′

is a group homomorphism, and let

f∗ : LA′ → LA

denote the induced map of rings. There is also an induced map

f∗ : Sub(A)→ Sub(A′)

B 7→ f(B)

which allows us to define, for n a height function on Sub(A′) a new height function
f∗n on Sub(A) by taking the composite

Sub(A)
f∗−→ Sub(A′)

n−→ N−.
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Then we have the following.

Proposition 5.17. Suppose that f : A→ A′ is a homomorphism, and that v ∈ LA′

is a vn-generator. Then f∗v is a vf∗n-generator.

The significance of vn-generators is the following equivariant analog of (5.10) [HM23,
Sec. 6-7].

Proposition 5.18 (Hausmann-Meier). Suppose V ⊆ Spc(p)(A) is closed, and let
IV ⊴ LA,(p) be the invariant radical ideal associated to the corresponding reduced

closed substack of (MA
fg)(p). Suppose that {vi}i ⊂ LA,(p) is a collection of elements

so that vi is an vni
-generator and

V c = {P(B,n) : ni(B) = n or ∞ for some i}.
Then the elements vi generate IV :

IV = (vi)i.

6. Equivariant periodicity

The equivariant Nilpotence Theorem. Recall the Devinatz-Hopkins-Smith
Nilpotence Theorem:

Theorem 6.1 (Devinatz-Hopkins-Smith, [DHS88]). Suppose that R ∈ Sp is a
homotopy ring spectrum. Then x ∈ π∗R is nilpotent if and only if MU∧x ∈ MU∗R
is nilpotent.

As observed in [BGH20], the following equivariant form of the Nilpotence Theorem
follows fairly easily. We add a proof just to emphasize to the reader how imme-
diately this follows from the classical Nilpotence Theorem and the fact that the
geometric fixed points spectra (MUA)

ΦB are free MU-modules.

Theorem 6.2 (Barthel-Greenlees-Hausmann [BGH20]). Suppose that R ∈ SpA is
a homotopy ring spectrum. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) x ∈ πA
⋆ R is nilpotent.

(2) MUA ∧ x ∈ (MUA)⋆R is nilpotent.

(3) xΦB ∈ π∗R
ΦB is nilpotent for all B ≤ A.

(4) K(n) ∧ xΦB ∈ K(n)∗R
ΦB is nilpotent for all 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞ and B ≤ A.

Proof. Clearly (1)⇒ (2), (3), (4). Suppose that MUA∧x is nilpotent with x ∈ πA
γ R.

Then it follows that
MUA ∧ x−1R ≃ ∗.

This implies that for all B ≤ A, we have

(MUA ∧ x−1R)ΦB ≃ ∗.
Let

xΦB ∈ π|γB |R
ΦB
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denote the geometric fixed points of x. Then we have

∗ ≃ (MUA ∧ x−1R)ΦB

≃ MUΦB
A ∧ (x−1R)ΦB

≃ MUΦB
A ∧ ΦB(x)−1RΦB

≃ (xΦB)−1(MUΦB
A ∧RΦB).

It follows that

MUΦB
A ∧ xΦB ∈ π|γB |(MUΦB

A ∧RΦB)

is nilpotent. Since by Corollary 4.7, MUΦB
A is a wedge of MU’s, it follows from the

Nilpotence Theorem that

xΦB ∈ π|γB |(R
ΦB)

is nilpotent. Thus (2) ⇒ (3). (3) implies that

(x−1R)ΦB ≃ (xΦB)−1RΦB ≃ ∗

for all B ≤ A. It therefore follows that x−1R ≃ ∗, and therefore x is nilpotent.
Thus (3) ⇒ (1). We get (4) equivalent to (3) by [HS98, Cor. 5]. □

Thus it follows that MUA detects all non-nilpotent self maps, as expressed in the
following Corollary.

Corollary 6.3. Suppose that X ∈ SpA is finite and v : ΣγX → X is a self-map.
Then v is nilpotent if and only if MUA ∧ v is nilpotent. In particular, if v is
non-nilpotent, then MUA ∧ v is non-zero.

Proof. Take R to be DX ∧X and x to be the adjoint of v. □

Non-equivariant periodicity. Recall the following fundamental non-equivariant
definitions from [HS98].

Definition 6.4. For X ∈ Sp(p),ω:

(1) For 0 ≤ n <∞, we say X is type n if K(n)∧X ̸= ∗ and K(n− 1)∧X ≃ ∗.
If X ≃ ∗ we shall say X is type ∞.

(2) For 1 ≤ n <∞, a self-map

v : ΣkX → X

is called a
• vn-self map if K(n)∧ v is an equivalence, and K(i)∧ v is nilpotent for

i ̸= n,

• v∞-self map if some power of v is multiplication by an element of Z×
(p),

• v0-self map if some power of v is multiplication by an element λ ∈ Z(p)

with p-adic valuation 1 ≤ νp(λ) <∞,

• v−1-self map if v is nilpotent.
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Remark 6.5. The notion of v0-self map of [HS98] differs slightly from our notion,
in the sense that it combines our notions of v0 and v∞-self map.

The Hopkins-Smith periodicity theorem links the notion of “vn-self map” and “type
n complex”.

Theorem 6.6 (Hopkins-Smith [HS98]). Suppose 0 ≤ n < ∞. A complex X ∈
Sp(p),ω admits a non-nilpotent vn-self map if and only if it is type n.

Remark 6.7. Note that it follows from the Nilpotence Theorem (Theorem 6.1)
that if X ∈ Sp(p),ω is a type n complex (0 ≤ n <∞), then for −1 ≤ k < n, a vk-self
map v of X is the same thing as a v−1-self map. Therefore every vm-self map of X
is exactly one of the following:

• v−1-self map (nilpotent),

• vn-self map,

• v∞-self map (equivalence).

Of course if X is type ∞, then the unique self map of X is a vi-self map for all
−1 ≤ i ≤ ∞, and in particular every vm-self map is a v−1-self map.

vnvnvn-self maps. We now seek to extend this story to SpA(p). Equivariant periodic

self-maps were introduced and studied by Bhattacharya-Guillou-Li [BGL22a]. They
considered self-maps

v : ΣγX → X

for which

vΦB : ΣγB

XΦB → XΦB

was a vnB
-self map as B ranges over the subgroups of B, and observed that the

topology of the Balmer spectrum put constraints on the numbers nB (when defined).
To make this idea precise, we will encode the sequences of numbers nB in a height
function

n : Sub(A)→ N−.

We shall define the non-negative domain of n to be the places where n ≥ 0:

dom≥0(n) := {B ≤ A : n(B) ≥ 0} ⊆ Sub(A).

From this perspective, we define, for

S ⊆ dom≥0(n)

the restriction of n to S, which we will denote n|S , to be the height function

(6.8) n|S(B) :=

{
n(B), B ∈ S,

−1, otherwise,

so that dom≥0(n|S) = S.

Definition 6.9. For a height function n, a vn-self map of a p-local finite complex

X ∈ SpA(p),ω is a self-map

v : ΣγX → X
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(for γ ∈ RO(A)) so that for all B ≤ A, the geometric fixed points

vΦB : ΣγB

XΦB → XΦB

is a vn(B)-self map.

Examples 6.10.

(1) If α ∈ A∨ is a character, then the Euler class

aα : Σ−αX → X

gives a vnα
-self map of any X ∈ SpA(p),ω, where nα is the height function of

Example 5.16(3).

(2) If X ∈ Sp(p),ω is a non-equivariant type n complex, and

v : ΣkX → X

is a vn-self map, then

vtriv : ΣkXtriv → Xtriv

is a vc[n]-self map, where c[n] is the constant height function at n of Exam-
ple 5.16(2). We will simply refer to this as a vn-self map.

For a fixed height function n, it will be convenient to be able to discuss vm-self
maps as m ranges over the restrictions of n to the various subsets S ⊆ dom≥0(n).

Definition 6.11. For a height function n, and S ⊆ dom≥0(A), a vSn -self map is a
vn|S -self map.

As a special case, if S = {B}, then n|S is determined by the single value n(B) = n.
For such n we make the following more specialized definition:

Definition 6.12. Suppose that B ≤ A. A vBn -self map of a p-local finite complex

X ∈ SpA(p),ω is a self-map

v : ΣγX → X

so that vΦB is a vn-self map, and for all B ̸= C ≤ A, vΦC is nilpotent.

Example 6.13. In the case of A = Cp we may represent a height function as a
tuple of values

n = (n,m)

where n = n(e) and m = n(Cp). In this situation we may talk about v(n,m)-self
maps, and for 0 ≤ n,m <∞, this agrees with the notation of [BGL22a]. However,
in the case where one of these values is −1, the notions of v(−1,m)-self map or
v(n,−1)-self map where 0 ≤ m,n <∞, correspond to the notions of v(nil,m)-self map
and v(n,nil)-self map of [BGL22a]. In our notation, a v(−1,m)-self map is the same

thing as a v
Cp
m -self map, and a v(n,−1)-self map is a ven-self map.
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Type nnn complexes. As discussed in [BGH20], certain closed subsets of Spc(p)(A)
correspond to the “types” of equivariant finite complexes through the notion of
support (2.2). These types are parameterized by type functions:

Definition 6.14. A type function is a function

n : Sub(A)→ N.

A finite complex X ∈ SpA(p),ω is said to be type n if for all B ≤ A, the geometric

fixed points XΦB is type n(B). The finite domain of n is the subset of Sub(A)
where n is finite:

dom<∞(n) := {B ≤ A : n(B) <∞} ⊆ Sub(B).

The infinite domain is the complement:

dom=∞(n) = {B ≤ A : n(B) =∞} ⊆ Sub(B).

Remark 6.15. Just as in the non-equivariant case, where heights of vn-self maps
range over N− and types of p-local finite complexes range over N, height functions
take values in N− while type functions take values in N.

Only certain type functions n are realized as type functions of actual equivariant
complexes. In [BGH20], these type functions are shown to be precisely the admis-
sible type functions.

Definition 6.16.

(1) A type function

n : Sub(A)→ N
is admissible if the subset Vn ⊆ Spc(p)(A) given by

Vn =

{
P(B,i) :

B ∈ dom<∞(n),
i ≥ n(B)

}
is closed.

(2) A closed subset F ⊆ Spc(p)(A) will be called admissible closed if F = Vn

for n admissible.

(3) An open subset U ⊆ Spc(p)(A) will be called admissible open if U = V c
n for

n admissible.

We take note of the following things:

(6.17) The admissible closed subsets of Spc(p)(A) are precisely those subsets which

are of the form supp(X) for some X ∈ SpA(p),ω, and form a basis of the

topology on Spc(p)(A) [BGH20].

(6.18) A complex X ∈ SpA(p),ω is type n if and only if

supp(X) = Vn

(and in this case, by the previous remark, n must be admissible).
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(6.19) The tt-ideals I ⊴ SpA(p),ω are precisely those of the form

In := {X ∈ SpA(p),ω : supp(X) ⊆ Vn}

for n admissible [BGH20].

(6.20) For a family F ⊆ Sub(A), the closed subset V (F) ⊆ Spc(p)(A) and the

open subset U(Fc) ⊆ Spc(p)(A) of (2.6), (2.8) are admissible. If we define

nF =

{
0, B ∈ F ,
∞, B ̸∈ F

then

V (F) = VnF
.

(6.21) Because we are assuming A is a p-group, if n is an admissible type function,
then the subset dom<∞(n) ⊆ Sub(A) is a family.

Existence and properties of vnvnvn-self maps. We say that a height function m is
finite and write

m <∞
if m(B) <∞ for all B ≤ A.

The question is:

Question 6.22. For X ∈ SpA(p),ω of type n, for which height functions m < ∞
does X possess a vm-self map?

Remark 6.23. The case where m has infinite values is somewhat muddled by the
fact that these infinite values can be manufactured by Euler classes (see Exam-
ple 6.10(1)), so we sidestep it here, as it just complicates the statements.

The following follows immediately from Remark 6.7.

Lemma 6.24. Suppose X ∈ SpA(p),ω is type n, and that

v : ΣγX → X

is a vm-self map with m <∞. Then m ≤ n, and for

S = {B ≤ A : n(B) = m(B)}

v is a vSn -self map.

Thus Question 6.22 reduces to the following more refined question.

Question 6.25. For X of type n, for which S ⊆ dom<∞(n) does X admit a vSn -self
map?

Let χS denote the characteristic function for S ⊆ Sub(B):

χS(B) =

{
1, B ∈ S,

0, B ̸∈ S.
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Lemma 6.26. If X ∈ SpA(p),ω is a type n complex, and v is a vSn -self map for

S ⊆ dom<∞(n), then its cofiber X/v is of type n+ χS.

We therefore have the following generalization of [BGL22a, Prop. 1.9].

Proposition 6.27. Suppose X ∈ SpA(p),ω is of type n. Then if S ⊆ dom<∞(n) and

n+ χS is not admissible, then X does not possess a vSn -self map.

One may optimistically speculate that Proposition 6.27 represents the only obstruc-
tion for the existence of a vSn -self map on a type n complex6 — the authors know
of no counterexamples to such a conjecture. We can only record some relatively
straightforward special cases which derive from the non-equivariant periodicity the-
orem.

In [HS98], Hopkins and Smith deduce many excellent properties of vn-self maps for
1 ≤ n < ∞ from the Nilpotence Theorem (6.1). Many of their deductions involve
the following lemma.

Lemma 6.28 (Hopkins-Smith [HS98, Lem. 3.4]). Suppose that x and y are com-
muting elements of a Z(p)-algebra. If x − y is both torsion and nilpotent, then for
N ≫ 0,

xpN

= yp
N

.

Lemma 6.28 does not apply to help us understand self-maps which are not torsion.
In the non-equivariant context, this does not have a great effect, because the only
self-maps which are not necessarily torsion are v0 and v∞-self maps, and these
are asymptotically understandable by definition. This is no longer holds in the
equivariant context: if v is a vn-self map, where n(B) = 0 for some B, then vn is
necessarily not torsion, yet in the case where n ̸≡ 0, the notion of vn-self map is
highly non-trivial.

We will therefore have to restrict our observations to vn with n(B) ̸∈ {0,∞} (see
Lemma 6.31 below). We shall call such height functions finite, non-zero height
functions.

Recall from [HS98] that for R ∈ Sp(p) a homotopy ring spectrum, an element
x ∈ π∗R is said to be a vn-element 1 ≤ m <∞ if

K(m) ∧ x ∈ K(m)∗R

is a unit if m = n, and nilpotent if m ̸= n, 0 ≤ m ≤ ∞. We shall say x is a
v0-element if some power of x is equal to the image of

λ ∈ Z(p) → π0R

with 1 ≤ νp(λ) <∞, x is a v∞-element if some power of x is in the image of

Z×
(p) → (π0R)×

and x is a v−1-element if it is nilpotent, which, by [HS98, Thm. 3], is equivalent to
K(m) ∧ x being nilpotent for all 0 ≤ m ≤ ∞.

6Forthcoming work of Burklund, Hausmann, Levy and Meier addresses the existence of more
general vn-self maps.
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Definition 6.29. Suppose that R ∈ SpA(p) is a homotopy ring spectrum, and n

is a height function on Sub(A). We will say that x ∈ πA
⋆ R is a vn-element if

xΦB ∈ π∗R
ΦB is a vn(B)-element for all B ≤ A.

Essentially following [HS98], [Lur10, Lec. 27] verbatim, we may now deduce equi-
variant analogs of Hopkins and Smith’s observations concerning vn-self maps.

Proposition 6.30. Suppose that R ∈ SpA(p) is a finite homotopy ring spectrum, n

is a height function on Sub(A), and x ∈ πA
⋆ R is a vn-element. Then there exist

integers i and {jB}B≤A so that

K(m) ∧ (xi)ΦB =


vjBn(B), 1 ≤ n(B) <∞,m = n(B),

spjB , m = n(B) = 0, s ∈ Z×
(p), jB ≥ 1,

s ∈ Z×
p , n(B) =∞,

0, m ̸= n(B) <∞.

The following elementary observation will be of crucial importance.

Lemma 6.31. Suppose that R ∈ SpA(p) is a homotopy ring spectrum, n is a finite

non-zero height function on Sub(A), and x ∈ πA
⋆ R is a vn-element. Then some

power of x is torsion.

Proof. Suppose that xN is not torsion for all N . This implies that xN ̸= 0 ∈ πA
⋆ RQ

for all N , which is equivalent to saying that

x−1RQ ̸≃ ∗.

This is equivalent to there existing a B ≤ A with

(xΦB)−1RΦB
Q ̸≃ ∗.

But this would mean that K(0) ∧ xΦB was not nilpotent, which contradicts our
hypotheses. □

Proposition 6.32. Suppose that R ∈ SpA(p) is a finite homotopy ring spectrum, n

is a finite, non-zero height function on Sub(A), and x ∈ πA
⋆ R is a vn-element.

(1) Some power of x is central.

(2) If y is another vn element, then there exist i and j so that xi = yj.

Proof. Using Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.31, the same proofs as that in [HS98,
Lem. 3.5-6] apply. □

Letting R = X∧DX for X ∈ SpA(p),ω, following [HS98, Cor. 3.3, 3.5, 3.7-8] we have:

Corollary 6.33. Analogous results to Propositions 6.30 and 6.32 apply with “vn-
element” replaced by “vn-self map.”

We deduce the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.34. Suppose that n is a finite, non-zero height function on Sub(A).

The full subcategory Vn of SpA(p),ω consisting of X which admits a vn-self map is a
tt-ideal.

Proof. The argument of [HS98, Cor. 3.9] applies to show that Vn is thick. Suppose
that X ∈ Vn, and let

v : ΣγX → X

be a vn-self map. Then if Y ∈ SpA(p),ω, then

v ∧ Y : ΣγX ∧ Y → X ∧ Y

is a vn-self map. □

The following is an immediate consequence of the classification of tt-ideals of SpA(p),ω
of [BGH20].

Corollary 6.35. Suppose n is an admissible height function, and suppose that
S ⊆ Sub(A) satisfies

n|S is finite and non-zero.

If there exists a single example of a finite type n complex with a vSn -self map, then

every finite type n complex admits a vSn -self map.

As a sample application we have the following limited version of the Hopkins-Smith
periodicity theorem.

Theorem 6.36. Suppose X ∈ SpA(p),ω is of type n with

dom<∞(n) = F⊆B

and n := n(B) ̸= 0. Then X possesses a vBn -self map.

This theorem follows from the following lemma, which provides the single example
we need to apply Corollary 6.35.

Lemma 6.37. Suppose that X ∈ SpA(p),ω has XΦB of type n < ∞. Then there

exists a vBn -self map on A/B+ ∧X.

Proof. By hypothesis, XΦB is a type n complex, and so therefore there exists a
non-equivariant vn-self-map

v : ΣkXΦB → XΦB .

This gives rise to a map of A/B-spectra

v′ := A/B+ ∧ vtriv : ΣkA/B+ ∧ (XΦB)triv → A/B+ ∧ (XΦB)triv.

Under the equivalence of ∞-categories

ΦB : SpA[F−1
B⊈] ≃ SpA/B

this gives a map of A-spectra

v′′ : ΣkA/B+ ∧X → A/B+ ∧X[F−1
B⊈].
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Let {αj}ℓj=1 be the set of characters α such that α
∣∣
B
̸= 1. By the second equivalence

of Corollary 2.18, it follows that for ij ≫ 0, the map v′′ gives rise to a map

ai11 · · · a
iℓ
ℓ v

′′ : Σk−i1α1−···−iℓαℓA/B+ ∧X → A/B+ ∧X.

Take

v′′′ := ai1+1
1 · · · aiℓ+1

ℓ v′′.

Note that by construction

(v′′′)ΦB ≃ A/B+ ∧ v

and is therefore a vn-self map. If C ⊈ B, then

(A/B+)
ΦC ≃ ∗

and therefore (v′′′)ΦC ≃ 0. If C ⊊ B, then there exists a character αj0 which is
trivial on C, but not on B. Since v′′′ is divisible by aj0 , it follows that (v′′′)ΦC ≃
0. □

7. Chromatic localizations

Equivariant analogs of K(n)K(n)K(n) and E(n)E(n)E(n). Define equivariant Morava K-theories

K(B,n) := A/B+ ∧K(n)triv[F−1
B⊈] ∈ SpA(p).

and equivariant Johnson-Wilson theories

E(B,n) := A/B+ ∧ E(n)triv[F−1
B⊈] ∈ SpA(p).

Since the spectra K(n) and E(n) are associative ring spectra, and the spectra

A/B+ ≃ D(A/B+)

are commutative ring spectra, the spectra K(B,n) and E(B,n) are associative ring
spectra.

Proposition 7.1. For C ≤ A we have

K(B,n)ΦC ≃

{
A/B+ ∧K(n), C = B,

∗, otherwise.

and

E(B,n)ΦC ≃

{
A/B+ ∧ E(n), C = B,

∗, otherwise.

Proof. This follows from the following observations:

(Σ∞A/B+)
ΦC ≃

{
Σ∞A/B+, C ⊆ B,

∗, C ⊈ B,

E[F−1
B⊈]

ΦC ≃

{
EΦC , B ⊆ C,

∗, B ⊈ C,

EΦC
triv ≃ E.

□
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Corollary 7.2. For X ∈ SpA, we have

K(B,n) ∧X ≃ ∗

if and only if

K(n) ∧XΦB ≃ ∗,
and

E(B,n) ∧X ≃ ∗
if and only if

E(n) ∧XΦB ≃ ∗,

The following is an immediate consequence of (2.27).

Corollary 7.3. There are equivalences of ∞-categories

SpK(B,n) ≃ Sp
B(A/B)
K(n) ,

SpE(B,n) ≃ Sp
B(A/B)
E(n) .

E(n)E(n)E(n)-localization. Carrick introduced chromatic towers of smashing localizations

for Sp
Cpi

(p) [Car22], and Balderrama did the same in the elementary abelian p-group

case in [Bal24]. Here we discuss a generalization to SpA(p) for any finite abelian p-
group A. Undoubtedly, the interested reader could adapt these arguments to apply
to any finite abelian group.

Definition 7.4.

(1) A height function

n : Sub(A)→ N−

will be called admissible if the type function n + 1 is admissible (Defi-
nition 6.16). Since we are assuming A is a p-group, the finite domain
dom<∞(n) of an admissible height function is necessarily a family, and the
infinite domain dom=∞(n) is open.

(2) Associated to an admissible height function n is an admissible open

Un := {P(B,m) : 0 ≤ m ≤ n(B)}
= V c

n+1 ⊆ Spc(p)(A).

(3) Define

E(n) = S[dom<∞(n)−1] ∨
∨

B∈dom<∞(n)

E(B,n(B)).

Our main interest in E(n) is the associated localization functor

SpA(p) → SpA(p)

X 7→ XE(n).
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Note that since geometric fixed points is a monoidal functor, the Bousfield class of
E ∈ SpA is determined by the collection of Bousfield classes ⟨EΦB⟩ as B ranges
over the subgroups of A. In particular, the Bousfield class ⟨E(n)⟩ is determined by

⟨E(n)ΦB⟩ =


⟨E(n(B))⟩, 0 ≤ n(B) <∞,

⟨S⟩, n(B) =∞,

⟨∗⟩, n(B) = −1.

Remark 7.5.

(1) In the case of A = Cp, and 0 ≤ n < ∞, our E(n) were introduced by
Carrick in [Car22]. Carrick also introduced different spectra E(n) which
are Bousfield equivalent to our E(n) for A = Cpi , i ≥ 2.

(2) Balderrama studied Bousfield localizations of SpA with respect to Eh
n (Morava

En-theory regarded as a Borel A-spectrum with trivial action). In this
case we have an equality of Bousfield classes [BHN+19, Thm 3.5] (see also
[Tor02])

⟨(Eh
n)

ΦB⟩ = ⟨E(n− rkp(B))⟩
(where ⟨E(m)⟩ is taken to be ⟨∗⟩ if for m < 0). Therefore we have an
equality of Bousfield classes

⟨Eh
n⟩ = ⟨E(h[n])⟩

where h[n] is the height function given by

h[n](B) = max(n− rkpB,−1).

Note that the associated admissible closed subset Vh[n]+1 ⊆ Spc(p)(A) is

the subset V A
n+1 of Proposition 5.9 corresponding to those A-equivariant

formal group laws of height greater than or equal to n+ 1.

(3) For B ≤ A, tom Dieck computes the geometric fixed points (KUA)
ΦB [tD79,

Prop. 7.7.7]. Bonventre, Guillou, and Stapleton observed that this results
in an equality of Bousfield classes [BGS22, Prop. 3.5,3.10]

⟨(KUA)
ΦB
(p) ⟩ =


⟨E(1)⟩, B = e,

⟨HQ⟩, B cyclic,

∗, otherwise.

We therefore deduce an equality of Bousfield classes

⟨(KUA)(p)⟩ = ⟨E(h[1])⟩.

(4) Let c[n] be the constant height function at n. Then the spectrum E(c[n])
is Bousfield equivalent to E(n)triv.

(5) A map f : X → Y in SpA(p) is an E(n)-equivalence if and only if

fΦB is an equivalence, for B with n(B) =∞

and

fΦB is a E(n(B))-equivalence, for B with 0 ≤ n(B) <∞.
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(6) There is an equality of Bousfield classes

⟨E(n)⟩ =

〈 ∨
B∈dom=∞(n)

T (B)

 ∨
 ∨

0≤m≤n(B)<∞

K(B,m)

〉 .

For n admissible, the reader should think of XE(n) as “X restricted to Un”.

(7) If n′ ≥ n, we have natural maps

XE(n′) → XE(n).

The chromatic tower of X ∈ SpA(p) is the system

{XE(n) : n is an admissible height function}.

Remark 7.6. The reader may prefer to regard the chromatic tower as the tower
of localizations XE(n) where n ranges over the finite admissible height functions,
as these will eventually be shown to be built out of finitely many chromatic layers.
Balderrama [Bal24] instead considers (by Remark 7.5(2)) the chromatic tower

{XEh
n
} = {XE(h[n])}.

Which of these notions is the more appropriate notion probably depends on the
intended application.

The equivariant Smash Product Theorem. Recall the Hopkins-Ravenel Smash
Product Theorem [Rav92].

Theorem 7.7 (Hopkins-Ravenel ([Rav92])). Localization with respect to E(n) is
smashing.

Smashing localizations enjoy many exceptional properties, but in the equivariant
case Carrick shows that smashing localizations are especially advantageous, in that
they can be understood on the level of geometric fixed points.

Proposition 7.8 (Carrick [Car22, Prop. 3.13, Cor. 3.15(1)]). Suppose that local-

ization with respect to E ∈ SpA is smashing. Then X ∈ SpA is E-local if XΦB is
EΦB-local for all B ≤ A, and we have

(XE)
ΦB ≃ (XΦB)EΦB .

Carrick showed that in the case of A = Cpi , for n admissible, E(n) is smashing
[Car22]. Balderrama showed that in the case where A is an elementary abelian
p-group, E(h[n]) is smashing [Bal24, Prop. A.4.8]. The following generalizes these
results to all finite abelian p-groups and all n.

Theorem 7.9 (Smash Product Theorem). Suppose that n is an admissible height
function on Sub(A). Then E(n) is smashing.

Hovey-Sadofsky’s Tate blue-shift theorem [HS96, Thm. 1.1] plays a fundamental
role in Carrick’s proof of Theorem 7.9 for A = Cpi . To prove the result for general
A, we will need a variant, which we will derive from the results of [BHN+19].
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Suppose that X is a G-spectrum, and let Xh denote its Borel completion. We
define

XτG := (Xh)ΦG.

Theorem 7.10. Suppose that the underlying spectrum of X ∈ SpA(p) is E(n)-local.

Then XτA is E(n− r)-local, where r = rkp(A).

Proof. By [Car22, Prop. 2.7(5)], it suffices to show that SτA
E(n) is E(n − r)-local.

This result is proven from following the proof of [HS96], but replacing their functor
PG (which is their notation for the Tate spectrum) with (−)τA, and replacing their
use of [HS96, Thm. 1.2] with [BHN+19, Thm. 3.5]. □

Proof of Theorem 7.9. Choose a maximal chain of opens between dom=∞(n) and
dom≥0(n):

(7.11) dom=∞(n) = Fc
0 ⊊ Fc

1 ⊊ · · · ⊊ Fc
k = dom≥0(n).

Define height functions ni by

ni := n|Fc
i

(c.f. Equation (6.8)) so nk = n. We will prove the theorem by proving inductively
on i that E(ni) is smashing. Since

XE(n0)
= X[F−1

0 ],

E(n0) is smashing. Suppose that we know E(ni−1) is smashing. Then, by Propo-
sition 7.8, we have

(7.12) (XE(ni−1)
)ΦC ≃


XΦC , n(C) =∞
(XΦC)E(n(C)), C ∈ Fc

i−1 ∩ dom<∞(n),

∗, C ̸∈ Fc
i−1.

By maximality of the chain (7.11), we have

Fc
i = Fc

i−1 ∪ {B}.

Let

n := n(B).

Since B ̸∈ Fc
i−1, Corollary 7.2 implies that we have

(7.13) E(B,n) ∧XE(ni−1)
≃ ∗.

Since

E(ni) = E(ni−1) ∨ E(B,n)

it follows from Proposition 2.14 that the canonical square

(7.14) XE(ni)
//

��

XE(B,n)

��
XE(ni−1)

// XE(B,n),E(ni−1)
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is a pullback. Under the equivalence of Corollary 7.3, E(B,n)-localization is com-
puted to be

SpA(p) → SpAE(B,n) ≃ Sp
B(A/B)
E(n)

X 7→ XE(B,n) 7→ (ΦBX)hE(n).

and therefore we have

(7.15) (XE(B,n))
ΦC ≃

{
((ΦBX)hE(n))

τC/B , B ⊆ C

∗, B ̸⊆ C.

Suppose that C ̸∈ Fc
i−1. Then applying (−)ΦC to (7.14) and using (7.12), there is

an equivalence

(XE(ni)
)ΦC ≃ (XE(B,n))

ΦC .

If C = B, then this gives

(XE(ni)
)ΦB ≃ (XΦB)E(n).

If C ̸= B, then this implies that C ̸∈ Fc
i . Note that B ∈ Fc

i , which implies (by
openness of Fc

i ) that

Fc
B ̸⊆ ⊆ Fc

i

so we conclude that C ̸∈ Fc
B ̸⊆ and therefore C ∈ FB ̸⊆. It follows from (7.15) that

we have

(XE(ni)
)ΦC ≃ ∗.

Suppose now that C ∈ Fc
i−1. We claim that the map

(7.16) (XE(B,n))
ΦC ≃−→ (XE(B,n),E(ni−1)

)ΦC

obtained by applying (−)ΦC to the right vertical arrow of (7.14) is an equivalence.
This would then imply that for C ∈ Fc

i−1, there is an equivalence

(XE(ni)
)ΦC ≃ (XE(ni−1)

)ΦC ≃ (XΦC)E(n(C))

(where the last equivalence is by (7.12)). To verify this claim, we use (7.12) to
identify the map (7.16) with the map

(7.17) (XE(B,n))
ΦC → ((XE(B,n))

ΦC)E(n(C)).

In the case where B ̸⊆ C, (7.15) implies both the source and target of (7.17) are
trivial, and therefore (7.17) is an equivalence. If B ⊆ C, then (7.15) identifies the
map (7.17) with the map

((ΦBX)hE(n))
τC/B → (((ΦBX)hE(n))

τC/B)E(n(C)).

To show this map is an equivalence, we simply need to know that ((ΦBX)hE(n))
τC/B

is E(n(C))-local. By Theorem 7.10, the spectrum ((ΦBX)hE(n))
τC/B is E(n −

rkp(C/B))-local. Since n is admissible, we have

n ≤ n(C) + rkp(C/B)

and therefore

n− rkp(C/B) ≤ n(C).

It follows that ((ΦBX)hE(n))
τC/B is E(n(C))-local. This completes the argument

that (7.16) is an equivalence for C ∈ Fc
i−1.
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In summary, we have proven that for C ≤ A, we have

(XE(ni)
)ΦC ≃


XΦC , n(C) =∞,

(XΦC)E(n(C)), C ∈ Fc
i ∩ dom<∞(n),

∗, C ̸∈ Fc
i .

It follows that E(ni)-localization commutes with arbitrary wedge products, and
therefore E(ni) is smashing. □

The following is an immediate consequence of Proposition 7.8.

Corollary 7.18. Suppose that n is an admissible height function on Sub(A). Then
we have

(XE(n))
ΦC ≃


XΦC , n(C) =∞,

(XΦC)E(n(C)), 0 ≤ n(C) <∞,

∗, n(C) = −1.

Chromatic fracture. We can now prove a general chromatic fracture theorem.

Theorem 7.19. Suppose that n1 ≤ n2 are a pair of height functions on Sub(A)
such that n1 is admissible and

dom=∞(n1) = dom=∞(n2).

Let
T =

∨
{(B,m) : n1(B)<m≤n2(B)<∞}

T (B,m).

Then for each X ∈ SpA(p), the canonical square

XE(n2)
//

��

XT

��
XE(n1)

// XT,E(n1)

is a pullback.

Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 2.14, Corollary 7.18, and Corollary 7.2.
□

In particular, we have the following corollary, which illustrates how E(n)-localization
is inductively built out of monochromatic layers.

Corollary 7.20. Suppose that n is an admissible height function on Sub(A), B ≤ A

is a subgroup with n(B) <∞, and X ∈ SpA(p). Then the canonical square

XE(n+χB)
//

��

XK(B,n(B)+1)

��
XE(n)

// XK(B,n(B)+1),E(n)

is a pullback.
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Remark 7.21. The monochromatic layers of Corollary 7.20 may be understood as
follows.

(1) The monochromatic layers in Corollary 7.20 may be accessed in a straight-
forward way by means of Corollary 7.3. For example, using [DH04], we
have

(7.22) πA
∗+γ(SK(B,n)) ∼= π∗S

B(A/B)γ
B

K(n)
∼= π∗(E

B(A/B)γ
B

n )hGn

where γ is a real representation of A, γB its B-fixed points, regarded as a

representation of A/B, B(A/B)γ
B

is the associated Thom spectrum, En is
the nth Morava E-theory spectrum, and Gn is the extended Morava stabi-
lizer group. Since the homotopy fixed points in (7.22) are continuous (in the
sense of [BD10]), the last isomorphism requires the K(n)-local dualizablity

of B(A/B)γ
B

(see [HS99, Cor. 8.7]).

(2) There is therefore a homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

(7.23) Es,t
2 (γ) = Hs

c (Gn, Et
n(B(A/B)γ

B

))⇒ πA
t−s+γ(SK(B,n))

for each γ ∈ RO(A).

(3) In the case where γ = 0, it follows from (3.17) and (3.19) that the E2-term
of (7.23) is intimately connected to the moduli stackMA

fg . Indeed, letting
G1 denote the formal group of En, for each homomorphism

φ′ : (A/B)∨ → G1

there is an associated equivariant formal group

φ : A∨ → A∨ ×(A/B)∨ G1.

This gives rise to a canonical equivariant formal group over

Spf(E0
n(B(A/B))) ∼= Hom((A/B)∨,G1).

The action of Gn on G1 = Spf(E0
n(CP∞)) induces the action of Gn on

E0
n(B(A/B)∨) through its action on the second variable of Hom((A/B)∨,G1).

Remark 7.24. The homotopy groups πA
⋆ SK(e,1) were computed by Balderrama

[Bal22] in the case of A = C2, and by Carawan, Field, Guillou, Mehrle and Stapleton
in the integer graded case where A is a finite p-group with p odd [CFG+23].

Remark 7.25. We will leave it to the interested reader to pursue the equivariant
analogs of finite E(n)-localization (studied by Hill [Hil19]), and their relationship
to E(n)-localization and telescopes of vn-self maps.

Chromatic convergence. The classical Chromatic Convergence Theorem of Hopkins-
Ravenel [Rav92] states that if X ∈ Sp(p),ω is a finite p-local complex, then

X ≃ lim←−
n

XE(n).

This theorem was generalized to all connective p-local spectra X of finite projective
BP-dimension by Barthel [Bar16].
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Equivariant chromatic convergence is surprisingly subtle because geometric fixed
points doesn’t commute with inverse limits. Nevertheless, in the case where A is
an elementary abelian p-group and we consider the tower

{XE(h[n])}n,

Balderrama [Bal24] was able to combine isotropy separation techniques with his
proof that E(h[n]) is smashing to reduce the question to the convergence of the
chromatic tower for Σ∞

+ BA. Johnson-Wilson [JW85] showed that Σ∞
+ BA satisfies

Barthel’s criterion described above.

Balderrama explained to the authors that since we proved the Smash Product
Theorem for A an abelian p-group, his techniques imply that the chromatic con-
vergence theorem is reduced to the convergence of the chromatic tower for Σ∞

+ BA.
J. Hahn communicated to Balderrama a proof that the chromatic tower indeed
does converge for BA in the finite abelian p-group case, which Balderrama wrote
up [Bal23a]. Carrick independently sent the authors a different approach using tom
Dieck splitting techniques to reduce the problem to the chromatic convergence of
Σ∞

+ BA. Thanks to these astute observations, we can deduce the following equi-
variant chromatic convergence theorem.

Theorem 7.26 (Balderrama-Carrick-Hahn). Suppose that (ni)i is a non-decreasing
sequence of admissible height functions on Sub(A) such that for each B we have

lim
i→∞

n(B) =∞.

Then for X ∈ SpA(p),ω, the canonical map gives an equivalence

X
≃−→ lim←−

i

XE(ni)
.

Proof. It suffices to prove this for X ≃ S, the equivariant sphere. By [Bal24,
Cor. A.2.7], it suffices to show that for all B ≤ C ≤ A, the map

(7.27) Σ∞
+ B(C/B)→ lim←−

i

((SE(ni)
)ΦB)hC/B

is an equivalence. By Corollary 7.18, we have

((SE(ni)
)ΦB)hC/B ≃ (SE(ni(B)))hC/B

≃ SE(ni(B)) ∧B(C/B)+

≃ (Σ∞
+ B(C/B))E(ni(B)).

It follows that (7.27) is an equivalence if chromatic convergence holds for Σ∞
+ B(C/B),

and this was proven by Hahn (as recorded in [Bal23a]). □
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8. The case of A = C2

We now give explicit examples of the theoretical framework of this paper in the
case of A = C2. For the purposes of this section:

σ ∈ RO(C2), the sign representation with |σ| = 1

a := aσ ∈ πC2
−σ(S)

ηηη ∈ πC2
σ (S), the equivariant Hopf map with ηηηΦC2 = 2

h := 2− aηηη ∈ πC2
0 (S) so 2 = h+ aηηη

u := u2σ ∈ πC2
2−2σ(MUC2

)

e := eσ = u−1a2 ∈ πC2
−2(MUC2

) (regarding σ as a complex representation)

bi := bσi ∈ πC2
2i−2(MUC2

)

x+MU y = the universal formal group law over MU∗

x+BP y = the universal p-typical formal group law over BP∗

[2]MU(x) = the 2-series of MU

[2]BP(x) = the 2-series of BP

We will implicitly always be working in the 2-local setting, and we will simply
denote the 2-local sphere as S. Height functions

n : Sub(C2)→ N−

will be represented as n = (n(e), n(C2)), so a v(n,m)-self map is a vn-self map with
n(e) = n and n(C2) = m.

Homotopy of MUC2
MUC2MUC2

. Theorem 4.12 specializes in this case to give a pullback

(8.1) πC2
∗ MUC2

��

// MU∗[[e]]
([2]MU(e))

��
MU∗[e

±, bi]i≥1
// MU∗[[e]]
([2]MU(e)) [e

−1]

In the right-hand terms of the pullback (8.1), we have

zσ = e+MU z = e+
∑
i≥1

biz
i.

Strickland [Str01] used this to obtain the following explicit presentation of πC2
∗ MUC2

(see also [Sin01]). Write the formal group law for MU as

z +MU w =
∑
i,j

ai,jz
iwj

with 2-series

[2]MU(z) =
∑
i

piz
i.
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In particular p1 = 2 and p2n is a vn-generator. Define elements qi (i ≥ 1) and bi,j
(i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0) in the right-hand terms of the pullback (8.1) by

qi := pi + pi+1e+ pi+2e
2 + · · · ,(8.2)

bi,j := ai,j + ai,j+1e+ ai,j+2e
2 + · · ·(8.3)

so we have

eq1 = [2]MU(e) = 0,

bi,0 = bi.

Then we have relations

qi = pi + eqi+1, i ≥ 1,(8.4)

bi,j = ai,j + ebi,j+1, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0(8.5)

which allow us to inductively define elements of the lower left hand term of (8.1)
by

q1 = 0,

qi+1 = e−1(qi − pi),

bi,0 = bi,

bi,j+1 = e−1(bi,j − ai,j).

Thus since (8.1) is a pullback, there are elements

qi ∈ πC2
2i−2(MUC2

),

bi,j ∈ πC2
2i+2j−2(MUC2

).

Theorem 8.6 (Strickland [Str01]). There is an isomorphism

πC2
∗ MUC2

∼=
MU∗[e, qi, bi,j ]i≥1,j≥0

(eq1 = 0, (8.4), (8.5))
.

Remark 8.7. Relations (8.4) and (8.5) imply that we don’t need all of the qi’s
and bi,j ’s to generate πC2

∗ MUC2
; we only need qik and bi,jk for a cofinal collection

of ik’s and jk’s.

Corollary 8.8. There is an isomorphism

πC2
∗ BPC2

∼=
BP∗[e, qi, bi,j ]i≥1,j≥0

(eq1 = 0, (8.4), (8.5))

where the pi’s and ai,j’s in (8.4) and (8.5) are taken to be coefficients of [2]BP(x)
and x+BP y, respectively.

We extend this computation RO(C2)-degrees.

Proposition 8.9. There is an isomorphism

πC2
⋆ MUC2

∼=
MU∗[a, u

±, qi, bi,j ]i≥1,j≥0

(aq1 = 0, eu = a2, (8.4), (8.5))

and an analogous isomorphism for πC2
⋆ BPC2

.
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Proof. Because MUC2
is complex oriented, it has an invertible orientation class

u = u2σ ∈ πC2
2−2σMUC2 . We therefore only have to determine πC2

∗−σ. The cofiber
sequence

S−σ ·a−→ S → Σ∞
+ C2

induces an exact sequence

πC2

2k+1MUC2

·a−→ πC2

2k+1−σMUC2
→ MU2k

TrC2
e−−−→ πC2

2k MUC2

·a−→ πC2

2k−σMUC2
→ π2k−1MU.

Since TrC2
e (1) = q1 we may compute for x ∈ MU∗

TrC2
e (x) = xTrC2

e (1) = xq1.

Since this map is injective, and MU∗, π
C2
∗ MUC2

are concentrated in even degrees,

we deduce that πC2

2k+1+σMUC2
= 0 and there is a short exact sequence

0→ MU2k
·q1−−→ πC2

2k MUC2

·a−→ πC2

2k−σMUC2
→ 0.

The result follows. □

v(n,m)v(n,m)v(n,m)-generators. Clearly the elements vn ∈ πC2
∗ BPC2 are v(n,n)-generators, and

the Euler class e ∈ πC2
∗ BPC2

is a v(−1,∞)-generator.

Proposition 8.10. The elements q2n ∈ πC2
∗ BPC2

are v(n,n−1)-generators.

Proof. Letting vi ∈ BP∗ be the Araki generators, the 2-series is given by

[2]BP(x) = 2x+BP v1x
2 +BP v2x

4 +BP · · · .
It follows that we have

(8.11) [2]BP(x) ≡ vn−1x
2n−1

+ vnx
2n + · · · mod (2, . . . , vn−2).

We need to show that

(8.12) qΦe
2n ∈ π∗BP

Φe
A = BP∗ is a vn-generator

and

(8.13) qΦC2
2n ∈ π∗BP

ΦC2

A = BP∗[e
±, bi]i≥1 is a vn−1-generator.

For (8.12) we note that (−)Φe is the same thing as restriction, and is given by the
composite

πC2
∗ BPA → πC2

∗ BPh
A = BP−∗(BA)→ BP∗.

The last map in the composite above is the map

BP∗[[e]]

([2]BP(e))
→ BP∗

of BP∗-modules given by sending e to 0. We therefore deduce (8.12) from (8.2) and
(8.11).

Turning our attention to (8.13), by iterated application of (8.4) we have

0 = 2e+ p2e
2 + p3e

3 + · · ·+ p2n−1e
2n−1 + q2ne

2n .

In π∗BP
ΦC2

A = πC2
∗ BPC2

[e−1], by (8.11), the equation above gives

0 ≡ vn−1e
2n−1

+ q2ne
2n mod (2, . . . , vn−2)

and (8.13) follows. □
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Geometric fixed points and Mahowald invariants.

Lemma 8.14. Suppose X,Y ∈ SpA.

(1) The geometric fixed points (−)Φe of maps (aka underlying nonequivariant
map) is given by

[X,Y ]C2 //

(−)Φe &&

[X,Y/a]C2

[XΦe, Y Φe]

(2) Suppose that X is finite. Then geometric fixed points (−)ΦC2 of maps is
given by

[X,Y ]C2 //

(−)ΦC2 ''

[X,Y ]C2 [a−1]

[XΦC2 , Y ΦC2 ]

Proof. (1) follows immediately from the fact that (−)Φe is restriction, with right

adjoint (co)induction IndC2
e . The shearing isomorphism gives an equivalence

IndC2
e Y e ≃ Ca ∧ Y.

(2) follows from the equivalences

SpC2 [a−1] ≃ SpC2 [{e}−1]
(−)ΦC2

−−−−−→
≃

Sp

induced from Proposition 2.20 and (2.10). □

We recall how Lemma 8.14 relates Mahowald invariants to a-divisibility [BG95],[GI20].
Given

x ∈ πiS = πC2
i S[a−1],

we search for the maximum a-divisibility of x: we want k maximal such that there
exists x̃ which maps to x in the localization

x̃ ∈ πC2

i+kσS
a−→ πC2

i+(k−1)σS
a−→ πC2

i+(k−2)σS
a−→ · · · → πC2

i S[a−1] ∋ x.

Since k is maximal, x̃ is not a-divisible, and therefore the image y under the com-
posite

x̃ ∈ πC2

i+kσS → πC2

i+kσCa ∼= πi+kS ∋ y

is non-trivial. We say that y is a Mahowald invariant of x and write

y ∈M(x).

This discussion shows that Mahowald invariants have an obvious generalization to
arbitrary elements

f ∈ [XΦC2 , Y ΦC2 ] ∼= [X,Y [a−1]]C2
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with X finite. Let k be maximal such that there exists f̃ which maps to f in the
localization

f̃ ∈ [ΣkσX,Y ]C2
a−→ [Σ(k−1)σX,Y ]C2

a−→ [Σ(k−2)σX,Y ]C2
a−→ · · · → [X,Y [a−1]]C2 ∋ f.

Since k is maximal, f̃ is not a-divisible, and therefore the image g of f̃ under the
composite

f̃ ∈ [ΣkσX,Y ]C2 → [ΣkσX,Y ∧ Ca]C2 ∼= [ΣkXe, Y e] ∋ g

is non-trivial.

Definition 8.15. We say that g as above is aMahowald invariant of f (with respect
to DX ∧ Y ) and write

g ∈M(f).

We will call a lift f̃ as above a Mahowald lift of f .

Remark 8.16. Since geometric fixed points commutes with the Spanier-Whitehead
duals for finite equivariant spectra [LMSM86, III.1.9], the concept of Mahowald
invariants and Mahowald lifts of maps [XΦC2 , Y ΦC2 ] and maps [S, (DX ∧ Y )ΦC2 ]

coincide. This is our reason for the terminology “with respect to DX ∧ Y .” If f̃ is
a Mahowald lift of f , then we have

f̃Φe ∈M(f̃ΦC2).

The collection of all Mahowald invariants of f forms a coset

M(f) ⊆ [ΣkXe, Y e]

and the collection of Mahowald lifts of f form a coset of

[ΣkσX,Y ]C2 .

The indeterminacy of the Mahowald invariant is a subgroup of [ΣkXe, Y e]. The
indeterminacy of the Mahowald lift is a subgroup of [ΣkσX,Y ]C2 , and the restriction
map

[ΣkσX,Y ]C2 → [ΣkXe, Y e]

and the image of the indeterminacy of the Mahowald lift under the restriction is
the indeterminacy of the Mahowald invariant.

Proposition 8.10 has the following reinterpretation in terms of Mahowald invariants.

Proposition 8.17. Every Mahowald invariant of

vn−1 ∈ π2(2n−1−1)(BP
ΦC2

C2
)

(with respect to BPC2) is a vn-generator in

π2(2n−1)(BP) = π2(2n−1)(BP
e
C2

).

The element
u−2n−1

q2n ∈ πC2
2n−2+2nσBPC2

is a Mahowald lift of vn−1, and for every Mahowald lift ṽn−1 of vn−1, the element

u2n−1

ṽn−1 ∈ π2n−2BPC2

is a v(n,n−1)-generator. More generally, every Mahowald invariant of vin−1 satisfies

M(vin−1)
�≡ vin mod (2, . . . , vn−1).
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Proof. The existence of a v(n,n−1)-generator implies that there is a vn-generator
v ∈ M(vn−1). Proposition 8.9 implies that the kernel of a-multiplication is the
ideal generated by q1. Therefore the indeterminacy of the Mahowald lift is the
ideal (q1), and therefore the indeterminacy of the Mahowald invariant is the ideal
(2). This implies that if w is another Mahowald invariant of vn−1, then

v ≡ w mod 2.

Thus w is also a vn-generator, and the corresponding Mahowald lift is also a

v(n,n−1)-generator (after multiplication by u2n−1

). The last part follows by taking

wi to be a Mahowald lift of vin−1, and using the same indeterminacy argument. □

A strategy to inductively produce v(n,n−1)v(n,n−1)v(n,n−1)-self maps. Classically, the canon-
ical procedure to construct non-equivariant vn-self maps is to start with S/p (a

type 1 complex), and to find i1 minimal such that S/p has a vi11 -self map

vi11 : Σ2i1(p−1)S/p→ S/p.

Then the cofiber S/(p, vi11 ) of this map is a type 2 complex. Find i2 minimal so

that S/(p, vi11 ) has a vi22 -self map, and repeat.

We propose a modification to this algorithm to produce C2-equivariant complexes
of type (n, n− 1), and v(n,n−1)-self maps on these.

Algorithm 8.18. Suppose that X ∈ SpC2

(2),ω is a type (n, n− 1) complex.

(Step 1) Since XΦC2 is a type n− 1, it admits a vn−1-self map

v : ΣiXΦC2 → XΦC2 .

(Step 2) Compute the Mahowald invariants of iterates vj (with respect to X) until
you have

w : Σij+kXe → Xe ∈M(vj)

with w a vn-self map.

(Step 3) The corresponding Mahowald lift

ṽ : Σij+kσX → X

is then a v(n,n−1)-self map.

(Step 4) The cofiber X/ṽ has type (n+ 1, n).

Conjecture 8.19. A power j satisfying the criteria of (Step 2) above always exists.

Remark 8.20. Theorem 6.36 implies that v(−1,n) and v(n,−1)-self maps always
exist on suitable complexes, but we can make this totally explicit in the case of
A = C2.

(1) Suppose that X ∈ Sp(2),ω is type n, and

v : ΣkX → X

is a vn-self map. Then Xtriv/a ∈ SpC2

(2),ω is type (n,∞), and

v ∧ 1 : Xtriv/a→ Xtriv/a
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is a v(n,−1)-self map. In particular, if S/(2i0 , vi11 , . . . , vinn ) exists non-equivariantly,
then

S/(a, vi0(0,−1), v
i1
(1,−1), . . . , v

in
(n,−1))

exists C2-equivariantly.

(2) If X ∈ SpC2

(2),ω is type (m,n), then XΦC2 is type n. Suppose that

v : ΣiXΦC2 → XΦC2

is a non-equivariant vn-self map. Suppose that

w ∈ [Σi+kσX,X]C2

is a lift of v in the diagram

[Σi+kσX,X]C2
a−→ [Σi+(k−1)σX,X]C2

a−→ · · · → [ΣiX,X[a−1]]C2 = [ΣiXΦC2 , XΦC2 ].

Then either

(a) wΦe is nilpotent and w is a v(−1,n)-self map, or

(b) wΦe is non-nilpotent, and w is potentially a v(m,n)-self map,7 and a ·w
is a v(−1,n)-self map.

(3) The situation (2)(a) above is most interesting the case where w is a Ma-
howald lift — in this case

x = wΦe ∈ [Σi+kXe, Xe]

is a non-trivial nilpotent self-map with a non-nilpotent equivariant lift w.
In this case x is the Mahowald invariant of v with respect to DX∧X. Thus
the nilpotent non-equivariant element x is connected to v(−1,n)-periodicity.
We shall see this in our examples later in this section in the case where
x = η and n = 0, and x = κ̄ and n = 1. In these cases these periodicities
has been studied by Quigley [Qui21], generalizing work of Andrews in the
C-motivic setting [And18]. Quigley, adopting Andrews’ terminology to the
C2-equivariant context, refers to such periodicities as wn-periodicity.

v(0,−1)v(0,−1)v(0,−1)-periodicity and hhh. The (2-local) sphere S ∈ SpC2

(2),ω is a type (0, 0) spec-

trum. The following is observed in [BGL22a].

Proposition 8.21. The map
h ∈ [S, S]C2

is a v(0,−1)-self map.

Proof. Since 2 = h+ aηηη, it follows from Lemma 8.14(1) that

hΦe = 2

Since h is a-torsion, it follows from Lemma 8.14(2)

hΦC2 = 0.

□

7The only reason w wouldn’t be a v(m,n)-self map is if K(i) ∧ wΦC2 was non-nilpotent for

some i > m
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It follows from the fact that ah = 0 that we have

SpC2

(2)[h
−1] ≃ SpBC2

Q .

and h-localization is E(0,−1)-localization. We can compute the h-periodic C2-
stable stems as

πC2
i+jσS[h

−1] ∼= HQ0(Si+jσ)C2

∼=

{
Q, i = −j even,
0, otherwise.

v(−1,0)v(−1,0)v(−1,0)-periodicity: w0w0w0-periodicity and ηηη. The following is also observed by
[BGL22a] (this is an instance of Remark 8.20(3)).

Proposition 8.22. The map

ηηη ∈ [Sσ, S]C2

is a v(−1,0)-self map.

Proof. We have

ηηηΦC2 = 2 ∈ π0(S).

However, the underlying map is

ηηηΦe = η ∈ π1(S),

which is nilpotent. □

Since

S[ηηη−1]Φe ≃ ∗,
S[ηηη−1]ΦC2 ≃ SQ,

we deduce that ηηη-localization is E(−1, 0)-localization, and we have (c.f. [GI24,
Prop. 8.1])

πC2
⋆ S[ηηη−1] = Q[a±].

v(1,0)v(1,0)v(1,0)-periodicity. We now come to our first truly interesting example (and the
only example we have of non-trivial “mixed periodicity”). In order to admit a
v(1,0)-self map, our complex must at least be of type (1, 0). An example of such
a complex is the cofiber S/h. Since the underlying spectrum S/2 only admits a
v41-self map, we know that we cannot arrange for better on S/h.

Proposition 8.23. The spectrum S/h admits a v4(1,0)-self map

v4(1,0) : Σ
8σS/h→ S/h

satisfying

a4v4(1,0) = ηηη4.
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Proof. We follow Algorithm 8.18.

ηηη4 : S4σ → S.

Since the Mahowald invariant of 24 = (ηηη4)ΦC2 is 8σ ∈ π7S [MR93], [GI20], we
deduce that there exists a Mahowald lift

a−3ηηη4 ∈ πC2
7σ S

of 24 ∈ π0S with

(a−3ηηη4)Φe = 8σ.

To get one additional power of a-divisibility, we must work mod h (which would
kill 8σ since it is 2-divisible).

Specifically, the S-module structure gives a map

a−3ηηη4 ∈ [S7σ/h, S/h]C2 .

The image of this self-map in

[S7σ/h, S/h ∧ Ca]C2 ∼= [S7/2, S/2]

is 8σ, which is trivial, since the identity on S/2 is 4-torsion. It follows that a−3ηηη4

is a-divisible as a self-map of S/h, giving

a−4ηηη4 ∈ [S8σ/h, S/h]C2 .

We wish to show that this is a Mahowald lift by comparing with BPC2 . A self-map

f : Si+jσ/h→ S/h

gives rise to a “Hurewicz image” homotopy element

H(f) : Si+jσ → Si+jσ/h→ S/h→ BPC2
/h.

This gives the following diagram (using (S/h)ΦC2 = S ∨ S1)

[S8/2, S/2]

H

��

[S8σ/h, S/h]C2
ΦC2 //

H

��

Φeoo [S0 ∨ S1, S0 ∨ S1]

H

��
π8(BP/2) πC2

8σ (BPC2/h)
ΦC2 //Φeoo π0(BP

ΦC2

C2
∨ Σ1BPΦC2

C2
)

π8BP

OO

πC2
8σ (BPC2

)
ΦC2 //

(∗)

OO

Φeoo π0(BP
ΦC2

C2
)

?�

OO

Since u is invertible in πC2
⋆ BPC2

, we have

πC2
2i+2jσ(BPC2

/h) ∼= π2(i+j)(BPC2
/h).

Since the Hurewicz image of h is q1, the cofiber sequence

BPC2

h−→ BPC2 → BPC2/h

gives a long exact sequence

πC2

2k BPC2

·q1−−→ πC2

2k BPC2

(∗)−−→ π2k(BPC2
/h)→ πC2

2k−1BPC2
= 0

and in particular (∗) is surjective.
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Let
v ∈ πC2

8σBPC2

be an element which maps under (∗) to H(a−4ηηη4). Then

vΦC2 = 24.

By Proposition 8.17, we have

vΦe �≡ v41 mod (2).

It follows that
H((a−4ηηη4)Φe)

.
= v41

and therefore
a−4ηηη4 : S8σ/h→ S/h

is a v(1,0)-self map. □

Remark 8.24. The existence of the v4(1,0)-self map above was conjectured by

Bhattacharya-Guillou-Li [BGL22a, Rmk. 5.6]. Crabb discussed v(1,0) periodicity in
[Cra89]. Balderrama, Hou, and Zhang independently also proved Proposition 8.23.
This, and many additional examples of vn-self maps, will appear in their forthcom-
ing paper [BHZ].

Remark 8.25. The existence of the v4(1,0)-self map above implies that h-torsion

elements which have non-trivial image under the map

πC2
⋆ S → πC2

⋆ SK(e,1)

should exhibit v4(1,0)-periodicity (the target of which was computed by Balderrama

[Bal22]). This explains the apparent v41-periodic patterns in the fixed coweight
charts of Guillou-Isaksen [GI24].

v(−1,1)v(−1,1)v(−1,1)-periodicity: w1w1w1-periodicity and κ̄̄κ̄κ. This is an instance of Remark 8.20(3).
The C2-equivariant complex S/ηηη is a type (0, 1)-complex, with

(S/ηηη)ΦC2 ≃ S/2.

We seek to find a Mahowald lift of the non-equivariant self-map

v41 : Σ8S/2→ S/2.

Note that the composite

S8 ↪→ Σ8S/2
v4
1−→ S/2→ S1

(where the last map is projection onto the top cell) is 8σ. The first author proved
[Beh07] that

η2η4 ∈M(8σ)

This implies that 8σ has a Mahowald lift

η2η4η2η4η2η4 ∈ πC2
7+11σ → π7(S) ̸= 1

whose underlying class is η2η4 ∈ π18(S).

One notable feature of C-motivic, R-motivic, and C2-equivariant homotopy theory
is the failure of the existence of a motivic or equivariant analog of κ̄ ∈ π20S (detected
by g in the Adams spectral sequence) [Isa19], [BI22], [BGI21]. This deficiency is
rectified by replacing S with S/ηηη, as we will now explain.
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The computations of Guillou-Isaksen [GI24] imply that

ηηη · η2η4η2η4η2η4 = 0

and therefore η2η4η2η4η2η4 lifts over the top cell of S/ηηη to give a class which we shall call

κ̄̄κ̄κ ∈ πC2
8+12σ(S/ηηη).

Our reason for giving it this name is as follows. Combining [BI22] with [BGI21], the
element h0g in the C2-equivariant spectral sequence is a permanent cycle, giving
rise to an element

{h0g} ∈ πC2
8+12σS.

Lemma 8.26. Under the map induced by the inclusion of the bottom cell

i∗ : πC2
8+12σ(S)→ πC2

8+12σ(S/ηηη)

we have
i∗{h0g}

.
= h · κ̄̄κ̄κ.

Proof. Observe that by the definition of the Toda bracket we have

i∗⟨h,η2η4η2η4η2η4, ηηη⟩ ∋ h · κ̄̄κ̄κ
so we just must show that

(8.27) {h0g} ∈ ⟨h,η2η4η2η4η2η4, ηηη⟩
and properly bound the indeterminacy. In [Isa19, Lem. 2.3.3, Table 16], Isaksen
shows that in C-motivic cohomology of the Steenrod algebra ExtAC we have

(8.28) h0g = ⟨h0, h
3
1h4, h1⟩ (no indeterminacy).

Using the map
ExtAR → ExtAC

(consulting [BI22] and checking indeterminacy) we see that (8.28) also holds in
ExtAR . The computations of [BI22], together with [BGI21], then imply (8.27) with
indeterminacy h{h0g} = 2{h0g}. □

The following is a C2-equivariant analog of a C-motivic theorem of Andrews [And18].

Lemma 8.29. The element κ̄̄κ̄κ ∈ πC2
8+12σ(S/ηηη) lifts to a self-map

w4
1 = ˜̄κ̄κ̄κ : S8+12σ/ηηη → S/ηηη.

Proof. The cofiber sequence

Sσ ηηη−→ S
i−→ S/ηηη

p−→ S1+σ

gives rise to a diagram

[S8+13σ, S]C2

i∗
��

[S8+12σ/ηηη, S/ηηη]C2
i∗ // [S8+12σ, S/ηηη]C2

ηηη∗
//

p∗

��

[S8+13σ, S/ηηη]C2

p∗

��
[S7+11σ, S]C2

ηηη∗
// [S7+12σ, S]C2
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where the middle row and right column are exact. To produce ˜̄κ̄κ̄κ it suffices to show
that

ηηη∗κ̄̄κ̄κ = 0.

We have

p∗ηηη
∗κ̄̄κ̄κ = ηηη∗p∗κ̄̄κ̄κ = ηηη · η2η4η2η4η2η4 = 0

so there exists a

y ∈ [S8+13σ, S]C2

so that

i∗y = ηηη∗κ̄̄κ̄κ.

However, the computations of Guillou-Isaksen [GI24] show that πC2
8+13σS = 0.8 □

Lemma 8.30. The self-map

˜̄κ̄κ̄κ : S8+12σ/ηηη → S/ηηη

is a v4(−1,1) self map.

Proof. The fact that the geometric fixed points

˜̄κ̄κ̄κΦC2
: S8/2→ S/2

is a v41-self map follows from the fact that the composite

S8 ↪→ S8/2
˜̄κ̄κ̄κΦC2

−−−→ S/η ↠ S1

is (η2η4η2η4η2η4)
ΦC2 = 8σ. Since (S/ηηη)e = S/η is a type 0 complex, and ˜̄κ̄κ̄κΦe

is torsion, it
has to be nilpotent. □

Lemma 8.26 then implies that ˜̄κ̄κ̄κΦe
is non-trivial, which, together with an analysis

of a-divisibility using the computations of [BI22], [BGI21], [GI24], shows that ˜̄κ̄κ̄κ is
a Mahowald lift.

Remark 8.31. Andrews introduced κ̄̄κ̄κ-periodicity in the C-motivic context in
[And18], where he calls it w4

1-periodicity, and Quigley studies w4
1 = ˜̄κ̄κ̄κ-periodicity in

the R-motivic and C2-equivariant context in [Qui21]. In particular, he constructs
examples of infinite w1-periodic families in the C2-equivariant stable stems.

Remark 8.32. D. Isaksen has also independently suggested a connection between
κ̄̄κ̄κ-periodicity and v1-periodicity on geometric fixed points.

8The Guillou-Isaksen computations only go up to coweight 7, but they compute the E3-page of
the equivariant Adams spectral sequence in coweight 8, and this is already trivial in total degree

21.
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v(2,1)v(2,1)v(2,1)-periodicity? The next step would be to construct a v(2,1)-self map on

S/(h, v4(1,0))

Since the minimal v2-self map that S/(2, v41) possesses is a v322 -self map [BHHM08],
we propose the following optimistic conjecture.

Conjecture 8.33. The complex S/(h, v4(1,0)) has a v32(2,1)-self map

v32(2,1) : S
64+128σ/(h, v4(1,0))→ S/(h, v4(1,0))

such that
a32v32(2,1) = ˜̄κ̄κ̄κ8

.

Remark 8.34. P. Bhattacharya suggested to the second author that there is an
interesting connection of Proposition 8.23 and Conjecture 8.33 to nilpotence orders.
Indeed, Proposition 8.23 is related to the fact that ηηη4 is a-divisible, and this implies

η4 = (ηηη4)ΦC2 = 0 ∈ π4S.

Note that this is precisely the nilpotence order of η ∈ π1S. The authors do not
know the nilpotence order of κ̄ ∈ π20S, but as Conjecture 8.33 is related to the

a-divisibility of ˜̄κ̄κ̄κ8
, it would imply

κ̄8 = 0 ∈ π160(S/η).

Note that κ̄6 ∈ π120(S) was shown to be non-trivial in [BHHM20], and we don’t
know whether κ̄7 is non-trivial.

v(n,n−1)v(n,n−1)v(n,n−1)-periodicity and Mahowald redshift. Mahowald and others have ob-
served that the classical Mahowald invariant seems to take vn−1-periodic families
to vn-periodic families [MR93], [MS88], [Sad92], [Beh06], [Beh07]. We describe how
this conjectural phenomenon is related to v(n,n−1)-periodicity.

Suppose that x ∈ πi(S), and let x̃ be a Mahowald lift with corresponding Mahowald
invariant x̄ ∈M(x).

πi+j(S) πC2
i+jσ(S)

ΦC2 //Φeoo πi(S)

x̄ x̃ � //�oo x

Suppose that x̃ is v(m,m−1)-torsion for m < n, in the sense that there inductively
exist v(m,m−1)-self maps and cofiber sequences

Sbm+cmσ/Im
vkm
(m,m−1)−−−−−−→ S/Im → S/Im+1

and a lift
ỹ ∈ πC2

i+d+(j+e)σ(S/In)
p∗−→ πC2

i+d+(j+e)σ(S
d+eσ)

(where p : S/In → Sd+eσ is projection to the top cell). Suppose that S/In has a
v(n,n−1)-self map

vk(n,n−1) : S
b+cσ/In → S/In

Then we have

(S/In)
Φe ≃ S/(2j0 , . . . , v

jn−1

n−1 ),

(S/In)
ΦC2 ≃ S/(2j1 , . . . , v

jn−1

n−2 ) ∨ S1/(2j1 , . . . , v
jn−1

n−2 )
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and

(vk(n,n−1))
Φe ≃ vkn,

(vk(n,n−1))
ΦC2 ≃ vkn−1.

Consider the following diagram (for s ≥ 0).

πi+jS πC2
i+jσS

Φeoo ΦC2 // πiS

πi+j+d+e(S/In)
e

pΦe
∗

OO

vsk
n

��

πC2

i+d+(j+e)σ(S/In)
Φeoo ΦC2 //

p∗

OO

vsk
(n,n−1)

��

πi+d(S/In)
ΦC2

p
ΦC2
∗

OO

vsk
n−1

��
πi+j+d+e+s(b+c))(S/In)

e

pΦe
∗

��

πC2

i+d+sb+(j+e+sc)σ(S/In)
Φeoo ΦC2 //

p∗

��

πi+d+sb(S/In)
ΦC2

p
ΦC2
∗

��
πi+j+s(b+c))S πC2

i+sb+(j+sc)σS
Φeoo ΦC2 // πi+sbS

Suppose:

(8.35) The elements

vskn−1x := pΦC2
∗ vskn−1ỹ

ΦC2 ∈ π∗S

are all non-trivial. Then x is vn−1-periodic, and vskn−1x is the vn−1-periodic
family generated by x.

(8.36) The elements

p∗v
sk
(n,n−1)ỹ ∈ πC2

⋆ S

are Mahowald lifts of the vn−1-periodic family vskn−1x.

Then:

(8.37) The elements

vskn x̄ := pΦe
∗ vskn ỹΦe ∈ π∗S

are non-trivial and form a vn-periodic family. In particular, x̄ ∈ M(x) is
vn-periodic.

(8.38) The Mahowald invariant takes the vn−1-periodic family generated by x to
the vn-periodic family generated by x̄:

vskn x̄ ∈M(vskn−1x).

(8.39) The elements

vsk(n,n−1)x̃ := p∗v
sk
(n,n−1)ỹ ∈ πC2

⋆ S

are non-trivial, so form the v(n,n−1)-periodic family generated by x̃, and in
particular x̃ is v(n,n−1)-periodic.
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Example 8.40. Mahowald lifts of

2, 22, 23, 24 ∈ π0(S)

are given by h-torsion elements

ηηη,ηηη2, ηηη3, a−3ηηη4

with corresponding Mahowald invariants

η, η2, η3, 8σ ∈ π∗S.

The v(1,0)-self map

v4(1,0) : S
8σ/h→ S/h

of Proposition 8.23 generates v4(1,0)-periodic families

v4k(1,0)ηηη, v
4k
(1,0)ηηη

2, v4k(1,0)ηηη
3, v4k(1,0)a

−3ηηη4 ∈ πC2
⋆ S

which witness Mahowald invariants

v4k1 η ∈M(24k+1),

v4k1 η2 ∈M(24k+2),

v4k1 η3 ∈M(24k+3),

v4k1 8σ ∈M(24k+4).

Example 8.41. Take j0 = 1 and v(0,−1) = h. If inductively the self-maps vjm(m,m−1)

exist for m ≤ n, and the appropriate form of (8.36) holds, then the argument above
shows that

α
(n)
sjn/jn−1,...,j1

∈M(α
(n−1)
sjn/jn−1,...,j1

)

where α(k) refers to the kth Greek letter construction (see [MRW77]).

Quigley has studied C2-equivariant generalizations of Mahowald invariants and Ma-
howald redshift [Qui21].

Question 8.42. Are Quigley’s C2-equivariant Mahowald invariant computations
related to C2 × C2-equivariant chromatic homotopy theory?
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